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IV
S U M M A R Y
We study the discrete one dimensional dynamical systems given by continuous 
functions mapping a closed real interval into itself and the law of coexistence of 
periodic orbits for such systems.
In chapter 1 we study invariant measures for a continuous function which maps 
a real interval into itself. We show that the ratio of the measures of the two 
subintervals into which it is divided by a fixed point is constrained by the the set of 
periods of periodic points. As a consequence of this we get new information about 
the law of coexistence of periodic orbits.
In chapter 2 we study the law of coexistence of different types of periodic orbits 
more closely. Based on the idea from chapter 1 we introduce the term eccentricity of 
a periodic orbit and study the coexistence law between periodic orbits with different 
eccentricities. We also characterize those periodic orbits with a given eccentricity 
that are simplest from the point of view of the coexistence law.
We obtain a generalization of Sharkovskil's Theorem where the notion of period 
of periodic orbit is replaced by the notion of eccentricity of periodic orbit.
Chapter 2 is independent of chapter 1 but uses ideas that originated in the work 
covered by chapter 1.

A false balance is abomination to the Lord: but a 
just weight is his delight.
[Proverbs 11:1]
The ag/M amnct of the wheels anel llieir work was 
like unto the colour of a beryl: and they four had 
one likeness: anil their appearance and their work 
was as it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel. 
[Ezekiel 1:16]
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In the middle of the 1970's a boom started in the investigation of one dimen­
sional dynamical systems. There were complex reasons for this. One reason is 
that one dimensional dynamical systems are good as models of many problems in 
physics, biology, mechanics, electricity, etc. One dimensional dynamical systems 
are especially good in connection with computers. They are usually much cheaper 
to calculate and the second big advantage is the possibility of an easily under­
standable output in two dimensions. One can even make an output of the whole 
one-parameter family using one axis for the space and another for the parameter 
(see F ig.l).
F igure  1. The output for the function /„ ( .r) =  ax(l — x). The x-axis 
is used for parameter a € [2.5.4] and the y-axis is used for space [0,1],
After 10,000 initial iterates of a point 0.33 we printed out 100 successive 
iterates. YVe can observe for which values of the parameters there is an 
attracting periodic point and also the period doubling phenomena.
A second reason for the popularity of one dimensional dynamical systems was 
the whole situation in the theory of dynamical systems. Most of the problems
I
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considered at that time as important had either been solved or had turned out to 
be very difficult. Therefore attention turned towards the simplest systems. They 
still can have very complex behavior and solving possibly easier problems here can 
be useful for understanding more general systems.
Also there developed the idea of reducing the dimension of mathematical models 
which made it possible in many cases to pass from a many dimensional model to 
a one dimensional model. An example of the successful use of this procedure was 
the reduction of a model of atmospheric behavior to the Lorenz family of flows in 
three dimensions and then to a class of maps in one dimension. This procedure 
also made it possible to explain period doubling phenomena for many dimensional 
systems through the Feigenbaum universality theory for one dimensional systems.
In the theory of one dimensional systems the periodic orbits (cycles) play an 
important role. The first remarkable result is Sharkovskii’s Theorem. It describes 
all the possible sets of periods of all cycles of a continuous map of a real interval 
into itself. This theorem leads naturally to the idea that there is a “coexistence 
law” for the cycles of some "ty p e ". In Sharkovskil's Theorem the type is given by 
the period of a cycle. Hut the period itself gives us very little information about 
the cycle. The full information tells us about the way the points of a cycle are 
mapped. When ordering the points of a cycle p\ <  p> <  • • ■ <  pn, one gets a cyclic 
permutation a corresponding to it, such that each point p, is mapped to p„(j). It 
turns out that this permutation (which is the same as "ordered pattern” of a cycle) 
is probably the best way to classify cycles in order to study their coexistence law. 
For these patterns nice properties of the coexistence law (also called the “forcing 
relation” ) have been proved. But still the exact structure of the forcing relation 
is not known. In order to be able to get some more information one must group 
patterns into the bigger sets and study the forcing relation on these sets. For 
example in Sharkovskil’s Theorem the patterns with the same period are in one 
set.
The theory developed around the ideas of pattern and forcing relation deals 
mainly with combinatorial objects: permutations, graphs etc. That is why L. Alse- 
da, J. Llibre and M . Misiurewicz in [ALM2] call it Combinatorial Dynamics. As 
the first half of our title suggests we will use this theory extensively. Instead of 
period we will lake different information from a pattern to define a new "type” of 
pattern. We will consider the position of a fixed point whose existence is implied 
by a pattern, or more precisely the ratio of the number of points of the cycle on 
each side of such fixed point. Patterns with the same ratio will be said to be of 
the same lypt. As the second half of our title suggests, using these types we will 
be able to get better information about the structure of the forcing relation which 
will result in a generalization of Sharkovskii’s Theorem.
B A C K G R O U N D
By R , Q , Z , N we denote the sets of real, rational, integer and positive integer 
numbers respectively. By conv(A'), int(A '), X  we denote the convex hull, interior 
and closure of the set A' respectively. We will put sets inside { , } brackets and 
for us a set is a collection of elements without multiple membership. An ordered 
collection of elements with possibly multiple membership will be called a sequence 
and we put it in ( ,) .  We will use [,] and (, ) to denote closed and open intervals 
respectively.
By C(  A', A') we denote the set of continuous functions that map a topological 
space A' into itself. For a function /  and a nonnegative integer i 6  Z  we define ith 
iteration / '  where f° (x)  =  x and f ‘+i (x ) =  / ( / ‘ (.r)). We will often map whole 
sets and so we will use the convention f ( X )  =  { / (x ) ;  x £ A '}. This allows us 
to define iteration for negative integers i £  Z as f ~ 1(x) =  {</; f (y )  — x} and 
/ - > ( x )  =  / " ‘ ( / ' ( x ) ) .
For a function f  : X  —  .V we define the orbit of a point x £ .V as orb¡(x)  =  
{ / ' ( x ) ;  » =  0 . 1 , 2 , . . . } .  Often we omit /  and write simply orb(x). There are two 
possibilities for orb(x). Either it is finite or infinite. In the first case the sequence 
o must be periodic from some point on. It contains "periodic” points.
We say that a point x £ X  is periodic if there is n £ N such that / n(x) =  x. 
The least such n is called the period of x and we use per(x) to denote it. The set 
of all periodic points of a function /  will be Per(/). A periodic point with period 
1 will be called a fixed point and F ix ( /)  will be the set of all fixed points of the 
function / .  The orbit of a periodic point will be called a periodic orbit.
Now if we look at a periodic orbit we can see that the important thing is only 
how the function /  maps the points of this orbit. We can forget everything else 
and we still have a periodic orbit. So we can have the following definition.
Let P  =  { p i , . . . , p n} C R and : P  — P. Then ( P , f )  is called a ¡teriotlic orbit 
(or cycle) if is a cyclic permutation of P. We will usually omit and simply say 
that P  is a cycle. The period of a cycle P  is perl/*) =  n.
For a cycle ( { p i , . . . ,p n} , <fi) we will usually use one of the following labelings. 
A spatial labeling where p\ < pj < •■■ <  p„ and a dynamical labeling where 
9(Pt) =  Pi+i for i =  1.........ti -  1 and ) =  p\
i
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Now if we look at the cycle under a different scale or if we turn the paper upside 
down (reverse the orientation) that does not make our cycle really different even 
though it looks different. Hence in order to he able to distinguish "really different” 
cycles we will group similar ones.
Two periodic orbits ( P, (Q, tp) are equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism 
h : conv(P) — conv(Q) such that h(P) =  Q and t/’ °b|p — ho<p\p. It is easy to see 
that this relation is an equivalence relation. An equivalence class of this relation 
will be called a pattern. (If we permit only an order preserving homeomorphism h 
then we have an oriented pattern.) If A is a pattern and (P. ip) € A we say that the 
cycle P  has pattern A (or P is a representative of A) and we will use the symbol 
[P] to denote the pattern A. The period of the pattern A is per(A) =  per(P).
We consider the space C ( I . I )  of all continuous maps f  : I — / ,  where /  is a 
closed real interval. A function /  € C'(l. l)  has a cycle (P.p)  if f\p =  p. We shall 
say that /  exhibits the pattern [P] and we can define the forcing relation between 
patterns.
D efinition. A pattern A forces a pattern H if all maps in C ( l , I) exhibiting A 
exhibit also B.
We have the following information about the forcing relation
T heorem. ([B], [ALM2]) The forcing relation is a partial order.
Now we can state Sharkovskii's Theorem. First we introduce the Sharkovskil 
ordering:
3 X 5 >- 7 >- • • • X 2 • 3 X 2 • 5 x  2 • 7 X • • • >- 23 • 3 X 23 • 5 X 23 • 7 X . . .
X 2°° X • • • X 23 >- 23 x  2 x  1.
SharkovskiI’s T heorem. ([S2], [St])
(i) A pattern with period w foires sejnii pattern with period n for any n 6  N 
such that in X n .
(ii) For any ni €  NU { 2 * }  there is a continuous map f  : I — /  such that it has 
a cycle of jieriod n €  N if and only if m =  n or m X n.
The beauty of this theorem is that its first part allows us to obtain complex in­
formation about the set of periodic orbits from information about only one periodic 
orbit. Its second part gives a full characterization of the possible sets of periodic 
orbits as far as their period is concerned.
If we have a periodic orbit then we usually have more information about it than 
only its period. Taking this extra information into account we ran get a better result 
than Sharkovskil’s Theorem. Also we do not have to take a periodic orbit as our
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starting point. A natural generalization of periodic orbit is an invariant measure. 
In chapter 1 we will use this in order to improve the first part of Sharkovskii’s 
Theorem. In chapter 2 we will use the idea from chapter 1 for a new definition 
of the “type” of periodic orbits. Using this new type we will be able to prove a 
generalization of Sharkovskii's Theorem.
CHAPTER I
I N V A R I A N T  M E A S U R E S , F IX E D  
P O IN T S  A N D  P E R IO D IC  O R B IT S
1.0 Prelim inaries
Consider a continuous function which maps a closed interval of a real line into 
itself and an invariant measure on this interval. There is a close connection between 
invariant measures and periodic orbits. We can construct any invariant measure of 
a map from the periodic orbits. So one can naturally assume that if we reduce the 
set of periodic orbits then it restricts the possibilities for invariant measures. On 
the other hand if we have information about an invariant measure then we can get 
information about the set of periodic orbits.
Now what information about an invariant measure should we take into consider­
ation? First of all our function must have a fixed point. Let us assume for simplicity 
that it has a unique fixed point. Then this divides our interval into two parts and 
we can measure these two parts using the invariant measure. We will use the ratio 
of the measures of the two intervals given by our unique fixed point. From this ra­
tio we will be able to deduce some information about the set of periods of periodic 
points for our function.
Let // be a finite measure on the interval /  =  [n. t>] and /  € C ( / ,  / ) .  For simplicity 
from now if we say “measure” then we in fact mean “finite measure” and if we 
measure some set then we assume that it is measurable.
The measure of a set .S' C /  will be denoted by /¿(.S') and for i  € I let ||x||M 
denote /¿([r/,.r]). W e will say that /  6 C (I . I )  preserves the measure // (or that // 
is an invariant measure for / )  if / f ( / _ , (.V)) =  //(.S') for any measurable .S' C / .  We 
will denote the set of all functions /  6 ('(!■ I) preserving a measure // by C „ ( / , / )  
and the set of all measures preserved by a function /  € C'(l, f) by M ( f ) .
Our argument will make heavy use of the following simple inequality.
(*) If /t €  M { f )  then //(/(.S ')) >  //(.S') for any S C / .
In particular if //( { /> })  >  0 then p must be a periodic point and //({ .r }) =  //( {p })  
for any x 6 orb(p).
//
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We say that a set S C /  is /-invariant if f (S)  C S. The measure ft € M ( f )  is 
called ergodic if for any /-invariant set S C /  either ft(S) =  0 or ft(S) =  / ( ( /) .  We 
denote the set of all /-invariant ergodir measures by £ ( / ) .
The support of the measure ft, denoted by supp(/t), is the smallest closed set 
S C J such that ft{S) =  / / ( / ) .
If ft €  M ( f )  then /(supp(/<)) =  supp(/<) and if ft is ergodic then either supp(/<) =  
orb(p) for some p €  Per(/ )  or su pp(//) is a perfect set. We have the following ergodic 
decomposition (see e.g. [P]).
T heorem 1.0. 1. Let f  € C(I,J)  and p € M ( f ) .  Then there is a measure m 
on the set £ ( / )  such that p(S) =  A(S ) dm( A) for any measurable set S.
Now we will put a restriction on the sel of periodic orbits of the map /  and we 
will study the properties of the possible set .Vf( / ) .  The restriction we make is the 
restriction of the set P er(/). We will work with the set C\(l . l )  C C ( I . l )  of all 
functions that do not have any periodic point of period 2A- + 1  (A- >  0). We also 
define =  C„(I ,  I ) D C * (/ .  / ) .
First we will start with the simplest case.
1.1 M aps w ith  only one fixed point
As the title suggests, throughout this section we will assume that the function 
under consideration has only one fixed point.
. Let /  6 C ( / , / )  I 1 =  [ « - /* ] ) -  p  € Fix( / )  and * € [ a.
>Jo(z ) =  z
* t ( z ) =  inf{ j* € [p • b] ;  f ( x )  =  ¿ / , - iU ) } for i > 1
m ( z ) = s u p {*  € [ « . /> ] :  f ( x )  =  . . • , ( ; ) } for i> > 1
Xj ( Z ) =  su p{/(.r): *  € [ V i ( i ) , p ] } for i < 0
m ( z ) =  inf { / (  j- ); x  €  [p .•r,+ i( * ) ] } for i < 0.
liicli gives an idea of what 1 liese sequence mea:n.)
Note that sometimes J',( J). y,( *) are not well defined. Hut from the continuity 
of /  we obtain the following two lemmas. We omit their proofs.
Lemma 1. 1.1. Let f  € C(l.  I), Fix(/ )  =  {/■>} and z € [«,/>). If xt(z), yi{z) exist 
and yi(z) >  yo(z) then a-, ( r ) ,y,(z) exist for all i 6 Z and
< y - i {z )  < y - t (z )  <  y0(z) < j/i(r ) <  j/3( t )  <  ■••<!> 
p <  ••• <  *a (*) <  * i ( t )  <  xo(*) <  * - i ( * )  <  <  •••
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Figure 1.1. Function /  (dotted) and sequences ( j l ) ,  (x,). The filled 
area is forbidden for a function /  with a unique fixed point.
Lemma 1.1.2. Let f  e C'(J.I). F ix ( /)  =  {/>}. x € [<t.p) and ¡/¡(x) > y0(x).  If 
* '  € [j/o(*).iM .r)] then y,(x‘ ) € [«/,(.» ) . 1(■«•)] anel n i x ' )  € [*i+ i(x ) ,* j(x )]  for 
all i e  Z.
T heorem 1.1 .3 . Let /< be a measure on I =  [0,1], /  € C,,¿(1,1)  anil F ix ( /)  =  
{P}• Then either /<({/>}) =  / / ( / )  or ^
P roof . From Theorem 1.0.1 it follows that it suffices to prove this for ergodic 
measures. So let // be ergodic.
If p ({p })  >  0 then //({p })  =  /< (/) because p is ergodic. So we can assume that 
p ({p }) =  0- Because p is the only fixed point of /  we have f(x)  > x for any 
x <  p. Hence f l /lo  / ' ( -S' ) =  {p} for any /-invariant closed set S C [0 ,p], Therefore 
supp(p) <£ [0,p] and so p((p, 1]) > 0. We will show only that since
second inequality can be shown similarly.
If f (x)  >  P for all x 6 supp(p) n [0 ,p] then clearly <  1 and we are
done. Hence we can assume that there is i/m £ supp(p) D [0,p) such that f ( y m) <  p.
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Moreover if /i is not atomic then we can choose //" > 0 such that for any 2i <  y'  
and zi >  ym
Because /(supp(/i)) =  supp(p) we can choose y ’  such that .i'i(y') exists. If y\(ym) <  
Uo(ym) (or y\(ym) does not exist) then [t/o(l/*). .rj( y~ )] is an invariant interval and 
from (1) we obtain that y m is a periodic point. So orh(y~) C (¡toll/’ ) .* i(y ’ )]. But 
/ _1(j/* )n [j/o(</').-ri(</’ )] = i-i'i( i/“ )} and / - , (-ri(i/‘ ))n[j/0( y ‘ ) ,X|(jt*)] = 0. Hence 
y i (y ' )  > yo(y‘ ) and we can use Lemma 1.1.1. Set
Now we may take z 6 [l/o(l/‘ ), i /i(i /') )  (we can use I.emma 1.1.2). We will prove 
that for every i € Z
Assume the contrary. Then y,(z) ^ i/ ,+ a( 2 ) and so /([ l / ,(c ) , 1/,+ a.+ i (2)]) D 
[!/<+*(*).*((*)]• But / ( [i/n( - ) , r,n(2)]) D [i/m -i(2 ),ar„(2 )] for any m , n e Z  and so 
/ 2M'1([Vi(2), J/.+jt+jU)]) 0  [l/.U ). .V. + t+ ji-)]- Hence there is x e [»/,(z), j/1+*.+J( 2 )]
equal to 26 + 1. But because p  ^ [//,(2 )• .!/,+*■+j ( 2 )] we have that period r  is greater 
than 1 and from Sharkovskil's Theorem the function /  has a periodic point with 
period 2k +  1 —  a contradiction.
Therefore we have that for t € Z
( 1 ) ft((*t>J/")) >  0 and /< (( l / '.22)) >  0 .
«1 =  lini y, (y' ) b\ =  lim x,(y ‘ )
( 2 )
02 =  lim yi(y~)I —— OC 6> =  lim ym).
Because [fli.hi], [02, 62] are invariant by ( 1 ) and Lemma 1.1.1
( 3 ) /<([«1 ,¿»1]) =  0 and /<(/ \ [02, 62]) =  0.
i n f { / ( 2 ); x € [lf«(s),/»]} >  y,+k(z).
such that f lk+i(x) = x. So x is a periodic point with odd period smaller then or
/( [ ¡h (* ) ,* .+  *+ l(2)]) C [i/1+ 2.( 2 ) ,j-.(2 )]
and then
<> <  /'([l/.+t-U ), r,(2)]) -  /t([|/i(2),*i+A+ l(«)])
a, =  lim ¡/,(2 ) 61 =  lim .rd2 )
(5 )
o 2 =  lim 1/1( 2 ) bj =  lim .rj(2 ).
.1 MAPS WITH ONLY ONE FIXED POINT 1(1
Because yk(x) is continuous and f ( y ' )  <  p we can choose x~ > y m such that 
in f { /( * ) ;  x € [(/■-/»]} >  !lk(x~) and su p {/(.r): x €  [i/'.p ]} =  r 0(j-’ ). Hence we have 
that f([ym, i * +1(j-’ )]) C [j/* (i’ ),Xo(a-')] and /([y _* ( ;r* ) .* i(x * )])  C (j/* ,x_*(x -)]. 
Hence from (1)
( 6 )
0 < f  <  ||x_A.-(x‘ )||(i -  II J/~ II,, +  /< ( { ( /* } ) -  ll-Tll J-” )||„ +  ||i/-n(*‘ )|U -  /t ({ j /-* (x * )})
o < lko(i‘ )IU - ll»*(**)IL + /<(•*■“)}) — Il**+i(*’ )||„ + Ily'lL - /<({»'})
where r =  /( ( [ ¡ /" .x ") )  (see (1)).
Now by summing (4) for z =  xm and i € { —it, —1» +  1 , . . . ,  n] except for the cases
1 €  { —&,()} when inequalities (4) are replaced by (6) we get
Finally we will use (5) and take the limit as n — oc. But we have to distinguish
1. «2 <  y i ( x - )  and X i ( x ’ ) <  b-> for any i € Z . Then {a j.6 > } forms a periodic 
orbit. Hence / / ( {c /j}) =  /i({b j})  =  0 and after taking the limit we get
0 <  £ <  U  +  l) /i([0 .b ,)) +  M [ 0 .n - . ] ) -  (A-+ 1 )/i([0.6,]) -  A -/i([0,«,)).
2. There is w 6 N such that for all /' >  n we have j/_,(x*) =  «> and x _ j(x ")  =  
bj. After taking the limit we get
Unfortunately a continuous function has in general several fixed points. We will 
now show that we can use Theorem 1.1.4 at least for the class of functions which 
have a dense set of periodic points. We need some more information for this.
We say that /  €  C ( I . I )  is transitive if there is a point x € /  such that orb /(x) 
is dense in / .
From [lia.M] we have the following information about a function with a dense set 
of periodic points.
LEMMA 1.1 .4. ( [Da Nf ] ) / , » / / €  C( l .  I) linn ii ill list *< t of pt rioilir point*. Thai 
one of lln folloii'iny condition* i* Inn 
1. f  i* trantitive.
0<£S X  Il*;<*’ >lle+ X  ( l l l ^ ' l L -/»({!/;(**)}))—
n
n+A;+1 n + k
X  lki(*')IL -  X  <lki(**)IU-/*({»((**)}))•
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2. f(x)  =  x for all x € / .
3. There are a,b €  /  st/c/i that a <  6. /|[„,6] transitive and f(a) =  a or 
f(b) =  b.
4. Then are a,b 6 I such that is transitive (here a =  b is possible),
/ ( [ 0 ,a]) =  [6,1] and f([b, 1]) =  [O.a].
For transitive functions we have
Lemma 1.1 .5 . (Lemma 3.3 from [BC]) Let f  6 C'(J,I) be a transitive function 
that does not have a periodic point of pi riot I 3. Then it has a unique fixed jjoint 
and this is not an endpoint of I.
Now we can easily prove
Lemma 1 . 1 .6 . Let f  € Ck(I-I)  (ll,d P er(/) be dense in / .  Then either f(x)  =  x 
for alt x €  /  or f  has a unique Jixed point.
P roof . We use Lemma 1.1.4.
In case 1 from Sharkovskii’s Theorem and Lemma 1.1.5 we have that /  has a 
unique fixed point.
In case 2 there is nothing to prove.
In case 3 using Lemma 1.1.5 we obtain that /  has a periodic point with period 
3 - a contradiction. So this case is not possible.
Finally in case 4 we get that there is no fixed point outside the interval [a ,6] and 
using Lemma 1.1.5 we get that /||„.t,j has a unique fixed point. ■
So a restriction on the set of periodic orbits of a map gives a restriction on 
invariant measures. Now we will give examples that will show that this restriction 
is the best possible.
If we consider the set of invariant measures then there are two extremal types of 
measures: nonatomic measures with full support, for example Lebesgue measure, 
and purely atomic measures, for example on a single periodic orbit. We will give 
examples for both cases.
Lemma 1.1.7. I.<t I* € N and A Is Lebesgue measure on I =  [0,1]. Then for 
every p € ( j^Tf- Te+t ) l,len '* "  /  € C.\,*.(/. / )  such that Fix(/ )  =  {/>}.
P roof . We can assume that p >  (case p <  7 is similar). If p =   ^ then we 
can simply put f(x)  =  1 — x and we are done. So assume that p >  | . Define 
the function /  such that / ( 0 )  =  . / ( ¿p -  1) = p. f (p -  j*+7 ) =  / ( p ) =  P>
/ ( j j ± L )  =  j f a ,  / ( 1 )  =  0 and let /  be linear between these points (see Fig. 1.2).
Clearly /  is Lebesgue measure preserving and has a unique fixed point p. More­
over if /  has a periodic point with period 2k +  1 then there is pa € /  such that both
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F igure 1.2. Functions /  g / )  and /  € C.\,3( / , / ) .
Po and /(p o ) are on the same side of a fixed point p. Hence it suffices to show that 
there is no periodic point with period 2A- +  1 in the interval [0 ,2p — 1],
For every x € [0, '2p -  1] we have / ( x ) >  x +  ■ Moreover for x €  [n.*+1 ,p] we
have f(x) <  1 — x +  Tfify and for x € [p. 1] we have f(x)  >  1 — x. Hence for every 
x €  [0 ,2 p — 1] we obtain f 2k+i(x) >  x. ■
D efinition. Let m,n  € N and m > ii. Define f m.n 6  C ( / , / )  such that I  =  
[l,m + n],
/m.n(') =  n +  i for 0 <  i <  m — n,
/m .n(^i) =  2m +  1 — / for m — n <  i <  m,
fm,n(x i) =  m +  ii +  1 — * for m <  i <  m +  n
and is linear between these points. If in <  ii then is defined symmetrically 
(see Fig. 1.3).
F igure 1.3. Functions /s.a and / j j .
Lemma 1.1.8. Let m,n,k  6 N and w , n  roprim e. I f  ^  then
fm,n €  (  k(l• l  )•
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P roof. We can assume that > 1. If m = n then we have / " l n( i )  = x  for all 
x € I  and we are done. Hence we can assume that m > n.
It is easy to see that function f m,n is uniinodal and so we can use kneading 
theory (see e.g. [MT] or Appendix). If fm.n has a periodic orbit of a period 2k +  1 
then it has the Stefan orbit of period 2k +  1 (see e.g. [ALM2],[S2], [St]). Hence the 
kneading invariant S =  RLR‘ k^~ ^ C  of the Stefan orbit of period 2k +  1 has to be 
compared with the kneading invariant A1 of f m,„. If function has a periodic
orbit of a period 2k +  1 then A' >  S'.
It can be shown that R  = RR0R , . .  .R,n->C  where R,  =  L if in =  /  (mod m) 
with 0 <  l <  m — n and R,  =  /?- if in =  I (mod m ) with m — n <  l < m. Therefore 
A' =  RLR2‘ L . . .  C  if m — n >  1 or A' =  RLRim~*C  if m — n =  1.
Thus, K_ >  £  if and only if a <  k -  1 (if m — n >  1) or m -  2 <  k — 1 (if 
m — n =  1). Notice that (mod m) adding n is the same as subtracing m — n, so s 
is the largest number such that s(n> -  ii) < »■ Hence if m -  n >  1 then ]±_ > R if 
and only if ^ ancl m — n =  1 then A1 > R if and only if <  k. But in
both cases we have ^  This completes the proof. ■
1.2 M aps w ith several fixed points
Now we will try to get some information even in the rase when our map has 
several fixed points. Before proceeding we need to have more information about 
the invariant measure /i. More precisely, we want to know more about the set 
supp(p) in order to be able to make a decomposition of the measure //. The notion 
of the center of a map is important here.
DEFINITION. Let f  : S — S. The point .r 6 S' is nonwandering if for any 
neighborhood U of x in S there is an n € N such that / “ ( ( ’ ) n U ^  0. We denote 
by i l ( /)  the set of nonwandering points of / .  Define t he center of f  to be C'(f) C S , 
the maximal closed invariant set such that il( /| C(/|) =  C(f) .
We have
Lemma 1 .2 .1 . (Sharkovskil [SI]) l.ft f  6  C(1 .1). Then C ( f )  =  Per(/).
The following result holds for any compact metric space.
Lemma 1.2 .2 . ¿ c //i  Im a measure on I and f  € ( ' „ ( / , / ) .  Then supp(/<) C C(f) .
Now we will define a new invariant measure which is connected with our invariant 
measure // and a particular fixed point </.
D efinition. Let /  € C ' ( l . l )  and <y e Fix(/ ) .  Let C'q = \  where .S’, = {/) € 
Per(/); </ € conv(orb(p))}.
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Lemma 1.2.3. Let f  £  C'(I.I) and q € Fi.\(/). Then f ( C q) =  Cq.
P roof. Clearly f ( $ q) =  Sq and from continuity f ( C q) =  C q. ■
Lemma 1.2.4. Let f  e C ( I . l ) .  Then C (f )  =  U ,€Fi*(/> c q.
P roof. Let a 6 C ( f )  and (l>„)£=i l>e a sequence of periodic points such that 
Jim pn =  a. W e can assume that /( p „ )  >  p„ for all n >  1. Let qn — in f(F ix (/)n  
[p „ ,l]). Because F ix ( /)  is closed q„ € F ix ( /)  and it is easy to see that qn £ 
conv(orb(p„)). But for i ^  j  either q, =  q, or [p,.q,] n [pjdtj] =  0. Hence there 
is a sequence ( n ( 0 ) £ ,  such that either c/n(i) =  q„(,+t) or lint g,l(i) =  a. In the
I OO
first case gn(l) £ conv(orb(p„( 0 )) and so a =  lim pn(i) € C 9lt(1). In the second case 
a £  F ix ( /)  and so a £ C a. ■
D efinition. Let p be a measure on /  and let .S' C / .  Define the measure p s by 
p s(A ) =  p ( d n  5 )  for any A C / .
LEMMA 1.2.5. Let p be a measure on I and f  £ C „ ( / . / ) .  Then pc, € M ( f )  
for any q £ F ix ( /) . (Note that pc, ean be zero measure.)
P roof. Let S C I. W e have that pr< (. S') =  p ( S n C ,)  =  p ( / - ' ( J  D C ,) ) . But 
/ " ' ( S n C , )  =  ( ( / \ C ! ) n / " 1( 5 n ( ,, ) ) U ( f , n / " 1(S )) . Hence it suffices to show 
that p (( /  \ C'q ) n f ~ x(C'q )) =  0. But f ( f ~ x(Cq) U C , ) C C',, and so using (*) we are 
done. ■
So we have a system of new invariant measures pc  given by a measure p. We 
will derive more information about the measure pc;q-
L em m a  1 .2 .6 . Let f  €  C j t ( / , / ) .  Then for any </ £ F ix ( /)  otic/ p £ P er(/) sucA 
f/m< 9 £ conv(orb(p)) we have (p — q)(p — /(/> )) >  0.
P roof. See e.g. (9) in [St]. ■
Lemma 1.2.7. Let f  £ C * ( / , / ) .  77»/< C'v n Fix(/) = {</} for any q £ Fix(/).
P roof. Assume that there is a q~ £ F i x ( / ) f l C ? such that q’ < q (the other 
case is similar). Then there is a sequence (p„)'*_i of periodic points such that 
q £ conv(orb(p„ )) and Inn p„ =  q". If we can choose a subsequence (pn(i))c^i such 
that p„(,) <  q~ for all i >  1 then from Lemma 1.2.6 (using point q) and continuity 
of /  there are i .j  £ N such that /■'(p,l(l)) £ (</'.</) and / ,+ l (prl(i)) >  /'(/>„<■)). Uut 
then again from Lemma 1.2.6 (using point qm) we obtain that /  has a 3-cycle which 
is a contradiction. Therefore we can assume that p„ >  q~ for all n >  1. Moreover 
again from Lemma 1.2.6 we have nun(orh(pn )) >  </" and so we can assume that 
min(orb(p„)) =  pn for all ii > 1.
Let pj, £ orb(p„) such that f(p\)  =  p„. Then pj, >  q anti we can assume that 
lim pi =  t/i. We have / ( </i) =  </" and so <n > q.
n—oo
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Let p2n =  max(orb(p„)). We can assume that lini /)• =  91 and because p2n >  p\n—oo
then 92 >  91.
Let p® g orb(p„) such that /(/>*) =  p„. We can assume that lim p® =  93 and
n —  00
front Lemma 1.2.6 we have qm <  pjj <  9. Moreover / ( </3 ) =  92 > 9 1  > 9  and so 
9* <  93 <  9. Hence /"([9“. 93]) fl / ( [ 93. 91]) 3  [9" , 91] and therefore /  has 3-cycle 
which is a contradiction. ■
D efinition. Let S C I  such that 1 =  conv(S) and let -p : .S' — S be acontinuous 
function (pair ( 5 . -p) can be considered as a generalized periodic orbit). Define 
function f s  €  C ( / . / )  such that fs\s =  •y and f ° r any interval J C I  such that 
; n S  =  0 we have that /s | j  is linear.
T heorem 1 .2 .8 . Let f  g C ( I . / ) .  S C /  be closed such Hint f ( S ) C S. Take 
v? =  /I s  and a function fs - Then for any p € Per( f s ) then is pm g I’o r ( /)  such that 
/slorb/s (p) 0 h =  ho /|orb,(p-) when h : orb ¡(p~) — orb js (p) is an older preserving 
bijeclion.
R e m a r k . We can also say that orb /(p“ ) and o r b (p ) have the same oriented 
pattern.
The Theorem 1.2.8 is in fact a generalization of Theorem 2.6.13 from [ALM2] 
which is one of the key tools in the theory of forcing relation. Therefore it deserves 
more attention and we will prove it in the section 1.3.
T heorem 1.2.!). Let p hi a measure on I = [0. 1] and  f  g C’(,l/t( / , / ) .  Then for 
any q g Fix(/) either p c , ( { 9}) = P c ,U ) •>' € ( x+T ■ H 1 *-
P roof. Take a pair ( C , , /| c , ) and a function /c ,  ■ By Lemma 1.2.6 and Lemma 
1.2.7 the function /c ,  has a unique fixed point 9 and. by Theorem 1.2.8, no cycle of 
period 2k+  1. Moreover »upp(pc , ) C C , and /c„|c, =  f\c,-  So f c , € C^c^ k(I ,I) .  
Hence we can apply Theorem 1.1.3 to the function fc .  . Finally it suffices to realize 
that p c , ([0, 9 )) =  P c ,([m in C ,,9 )) and p c ,(< 9 -1]) =  P c ,((<7. m axC ,]). ■
1.3 P roo f o f  T h eorem  1 .2 .8
D efin itio n . Let /  g f ' ( I . I ) and f  <  y €  / .  If / ( f )  <  f (y )  then s ig n /([f , y]) =  
1 . if f(x)  > f (y )  then sign a l*, j/]) =  - 1  and if / ( f )  =  f ( y )  then s ig n a l* , y]) =  0 .
L em m a 1 .3 .1 . Let f  g C ( I , I ) and a.b.c.d €  l such that conv( { / ( « ) , / ( 6 ) } )  3  
[c.rf]. Then then an a '.b " g [n.ii] such that / ( [ « ' , 6 ’ ]) =  [c,rf], / ( { « “ ,6 “ } )  =  {c.rf} 
and sign([«*,6*]) =  sign([a,6]).
P r o of . If / ( « )  >  f(b) then a" =  su p{f g [0 . 6]: / ( f )  =  il) and b" =  inf{x g 
[n’ ,h]; / ( f )  =  n}. The second case is similar. ■
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T heorem 1.2.8. Let f  € C(I . I ) .  S C I be closed such that f (S)  C S. Take 
•fi =  / I s  and a function f s . Then for any p € P er(/s) there is pm e P er(/) such that 
/slorb/^ip) o h =  h o /|orby<p~) u’here h : orb/(/>') — orb /i (p) is an order preserving 
bijection.
P r o o f . We can assume that orb(p) fl ,S =  0 and per(p) >  1 (the other cases 
are trivial). Let /$ (p “ ) € •/, for 0 <  i <  per(f>) — 1 where is the biggest closed 
interval such that in t(7 ,)n .S  =  0. Hence f(J , ) 3  Vl+ , (all indices will be taken 
mod per(p)). There are two possibilities.
1- (Ji)Vi”o V)~' ^  <^i+n)!’=oP,_1 for any 0 <  n <  per(p).
2. -  (•/i+n)j>=oP>-1 for so,ne 0 <  n <  per(p).
Case 1. Let { / , } * _ ,  =  {/■}?_(■'' ' sllfb that / ,  Ij for i /  j ,  and choose
p, 6 { 1 , 2 , . ...A -} such that /¿ (p )  € l Pl. Lei oi<i2 =  ( « i .........on,6 j ..........6m) where
Qi =  ( fli , " . , ® n )  and Qj — ( 6 i , ----- bm). Set o j =  (p/) for 0 <  i <  per(p),
« i =  ai~'ai+}  and Iai =  IPt. Let Io, C /„»-■ such that f s ( I a>) =  Ia>-> (clearly 
f s ( Ia;->) D lc We have f's (p) € ¡ ap ..< p > and so /¡¿(p) € in t(/op.,<,)) because 
the endpoints of / ap.,<p> are mapped by / p,r p* into the set S.
Let A 0 i =  IPt for 1 <  i < k. By Lemma 1.3.1 we can choose A’ » =  [«{, 6^ ] such 
that
(i) K a, C K ai-i
(ii) f ( K ai)  =  A’0, - i  and conv( { /( « ; ') .  / ( 6 f )}) =  A'n,- i
(Hi) sign j s (Iat ) =  sign} ( K ai ) and
(iv) the order of { A'o, } l/I o P,_l is the same as the order of { /  , }|=op) —1.
We have int( A‘0, ) /  0 and because int ( / , )  n in t ( / /) =  0 for 1 < /' /  j  < k then 
int(/0« )Dint( I0 ■ ) = 0 and int( A’0* )nint( A \ ,-) =  0 for o "  /  a" .  But the 2Jth letter 
of a p'’r<'', is p1+j and so we have n p<‘r(pl ^  np<,r<p) for 0 < i ^  j  <  per(p). Hence 
A'op..(p) C / ( A’op.r(p)) and int( A'aP.ap>) n int ( )  -  0 for 0 <  i jt j  <  per(p). 
So there is p* € P er(/) such that f ( p m) € A'Qp.«,) and / i ,<,r(P>(p’ ) =  p*.
If per(p’ ) =  per(p) then the order of { / '( p *  )}!=o ,'>~ 1 is the same as the order of 
{A ’op.,(,) } {>*q P)_i which is the same as the order of { /  p,„,> } pI oP,_1 which is the 
same as the order of { /¡¡(P )} != n >’,_1 anil we are done.
If per(p*) ^  per(p) then f ' (p ')  $ ¡lit( A'op.„,>) and so p’  6 .S'. But then 
f ' (p')  =  fs (P')  € la) and so f's (pm) € Iap ..< p >. Because /i *^‘r(p*|/ p#r(p) is linear 
and / p*r('’ *(p) ^  p then / ! T " P,|/ p<t(p) has at least two fixed points p,p* and so 
it is the identity. Hence we have ! tV.„ r\ =  l a i =  / Pt. Let the endpoints of / Pl 
be Oj,6j. We can assume that p € [«o.p*]. Then /¿([tio .p]) n /¿([ao .p ]) =  0 for
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0 <  * #  j  <  per(p) and fgeni'\a0 ) =  a0. So orb/ , (n0 ) is the same as orb/s (p). But 
ao € S and so orb /5.(no) =  orb/(no). Hence we can set p‘  =  no.
Case 2. There exists an 0 <  n <  per(p) such that f g (J, ) 3  J, and we can take 
the minimal one. Let J’  C J, be such that fg(J~) C J,+j for 0 < j  < n and 
/ ¡ V i )  =  Ji- Then we see that fg\j-  is linear and moreover if fg[p) € J, then 
f s (p ) € J " . But orb(]>) fl .7, forms a periodic orbit of the function fg  and because 
/ s Ij;  is linear the period of this orbit is 1 or 2. Hence we obtain n =  and
the slope of fglj-  is —1. But fg(J ' )  — J, and so J“ =  Hence the endpoints of 
Ji form a periodic orbit which is the same as orb(p) and this orbit is a subset of S. 
The end of the proof is the same as in case 1. ■
CHAPTER II
ECCENTRICITY AND A GENERALIZATION  
OF S H A R K O V S K li ’S THEOREM
2.0 Preliminaries
Consider Theorem 1.1.3 once again. We will call the eccentricity of mea­
sure p around the fixed point p. We can reformulate Theorem 1.1.3 to say that a 
measure p with eccentricity at least forces a periodic orbit with period 2k +  1.
But we know that any periodic orbit with period 2k +  1 forces a Stefan orbit with 
period 2k +  1 (see eg. [ALM2]) and the measure given by a Stefan orbit with period 
2k +  1 has eccentricity . Hence we have a statement that an invariant measure 
with eccentricity at least H 1 forces an invariant measure with eccentricity ^£-1. 
The natural hypothesis is that a measure with eccentricity a >  1 forces a measure 
with eccentricity b for any 6 6 [1 ,«]. Of course this is trivial if we take a linear 
combination of our measure and a measure concentrated on a fixed point p but is 
it true for ergodic measures?
Periodic orbits can be considered as a special class of ergodic measures and 
we will prove this hypothesis for them. Or to be more precise we will prove it for 
patterns. We will define our notion of "type" of a pattern. Let (P  =  {pt , . . .  ,p „ } ,  <p) 
be a cycle with spatial labeling. If
(* )  (ft. -  v?(P>)) • (Pi+i -  '¿’(P .+l)) <  0
then any continuous function with cycle P has a fixed point in the open interval 
(Pi-Pi+i)- On the other hand if (*) is not true, then there is a function with the 
cycle P  that does not have a fixed point in the interval (p,.p,+i )• Hence we can 
make the following
D ef in itio n . A cycle (P ,if) has eccentricity r €  Q if for any map /  6 C ( / , / )  
with the cycle P  there is a fixed point c € F ix (/)  such that =  r- Note
that a cycle (h(P)Ji -1 o ^ o  li) where /i(.r) =  — x has eccentricity J and so we 
define the eccentricity of a pattern [P] as the eccentricity of a representative whose 
eccentricity is not smaller than one.
Remark . Note that a pattern (or cycle) can have more than one eccentricity 
(see Fig. 2.1).
is
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Figure 2.1. An example of a cycle P  with eccentricities y , f  and ®. 
The pattern [P] has eccentricities j  and y.
We will fix an r € Q and consider the set of all patterns with eccentricity r. We 
can look at the forcing relation restricted to this set. Some of the patterns may 
not force any other pattern from this set. These will be called X-minimal patterns 
with eccentricity r (.V-minimal r-pattfvns) and for their representatives we shall 
use term X-minimal cycles (X-minimal r-cycles).
Note that a pattern with eccentricities r. </ €  Q can theoretically be an X-minimal 
»•-pattern but not an X-minimal «/-pattern. (Later we will show that in fact this 
case is not possible).
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.1 we study the forcing 
relation between patterns with different eccentricity. Section 2.2 is devoted to the 
characterization of X-ininitnal patterns. In section 2.3 we prove the existence of 
X-minimal patterns and we give a simple algorithm for constructing all X-minimal
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patterns. Finally in section 2.4 we define a new notion of the “type” of a pattern 
and using it we prove our generalization of Sharkovskii’s Theorem.
We shall use some standard notions and techniques from combinatorial dynamics. 
The most important is the notion of P-linear map.
D ef in itio n . Let (P, 9 ) be a periodic orbit and /  =  conv(P). Then fp  €  C ( / , / )  
such that fp\p =  and fp\j  is linear for any interval J C /  such that J D P  =  0. 
The function fp  is the piecewise linear function given by the cycle P and sometimes 
it is called the connect-the-dot map (see Fig. 2.2).
Very often we will use the following basic fact.
Lemma 2 .0 .1 . (Theorem 2.6.13 from [ALM2]) Let ( P ,<j) be a cycle. If fp  ex­
hibits pattern B then [ P] forces B.
R emark . Note that this lemma is only a restricted form of the Theorem 1.2.8.
We say that an interval ./ P-covers an interval L if L C fp(J).  We will denote
p
this by J — L. A sequence of closed intervals A  — ( /* ) "=  1 *s called P-cyclic 
P P  P  P
if /1 — / j  Im —* / ] .  Note that a P-cyclic sequence is in fact a cycle of
intervals and therefore we will consider two P-cyclic sequences equal if they form the 
same cycle and have the same length. This will allow us to start a cyclic sequence 
wherever we want by simply rotating it. The P-cyclic sequences and cycles of the 
function fp  are in close relation. Namely we have
L em m a  2 .0 .2 . ([B2], [BGM Y], Lemma 1.2.7 front [AI.M2]) Let P be a jlerioelic 
orbit and A  =  ^  P-cyclic. Then then is a /xtioilic point x € Per (fp)
such that fp(x)  € /*  for k =  0 , . .  . ,m  — 1 and f'p(x) =  x. The period of the cycle 
given by the point x and the function fp  divides in.
We will say that a cycle obtained from a P-cyclic sequence A  using the Lemma 
2.0.2 is contained in the A.
We will use the following simple notation for connecting two sequences. If A  =  
(a t , . .  . , a n) and B =  (bt , . . . . bm) then A +  P =  ( « t .........a„,bt. . .  . .bm).
Finally if A. B C R then we say that .4 < B if .4 ^  B and a <  b for any a € A 
and b € B. If j- € R then we say that x <  .4 ( j* >  .1) if {.r} <  A ({.r} >  A).
2.1 Unipatterns and forcing betw een patterns 
with different eccentricity
A cycle P with unique eccentricity will be called a unicycle*. We shall denote 
the eccentricity of a unicycle P by E(P).  A unicycle P with E( P) =  r will be
1 U n fo rtu n a te ly  there is no bicycle. However according to  A . M ann ing  there  may be a l i t t le  
c o m fo rt fo r cycliata. A c tu a lly  the  ob ject we s tu d y  (a pe rio d ic  o rb it and a fixed p o in t “ in ”  i t )  
consists o f tw o  cycles so it is a b icycle  v *
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called an r-unicycle. Similarly we shall use the terms unipattem, P ([P]) and r- 
unipattem. Note that if a cycle P  is not a unicycle then the pattern [P] has at least 
two different eccentricities. Therefore a representative of a unipattern is a unicycle.
We will show that an X-minimal pattern must be a unipattern.
Lemma 2 .1 .1 . Suppose the cycle P is not a unicycle. Then fp has an r-unicycle 
for any ¡nsitive r £ Q.
P roof. Because P is not a unicycle the function fp  has at least two fixed points 
(in fact at least three). If r — 1 then a fixed point gives an r-cycle. So we can 
assume that r >  1 (the case r <  1 is similar).
Let ti <  Z2 be two rightmost fixed points of fp . Hence }p(x)  >  x for x 6 ( ¿ i , 22) 
and fp(x) <  x for x >  t j .  Let a € ( 21, 22) be such that fp(a) >  fp(x)  for 
any x € ( 21 , 22)- Clearly fp(a) >  :> (otherwise the interval [21, 22] would be 
//»-invariant which is impossible because it contains a point from P). Now let 
7j =  [21, a] and 7 / =  [¿2i /p ( n)]- We have that 7| — 7] and J\ — J2. Moreoverp
72 —  7 1 (otherwise interval [2i . /p (a ) ]  would be /p-lnvariant) (see Fig. 2.3). Hence 
for any m >  n
m  — n  t i m e s  ./j n  t i m e s  2
(Jl , . .  ,,J\) +  (Jl, J2 , . . . , Jx, Jj)
is a P-cyclic sequence. Using Lemma 2.0.2 we obtain a cycle Q with period m+n.  So 
it does not contain any fixed point. But Q C [®i.//» («)] and ( 21, fp(a)) n F ix (/p ) =  
{ 22} and so Q is a unicycle. Finally because J1 <  22 <  7» we have that Q is an 
— -unicycle and we can choose — =  r. ■
Hence we have the straightforward
C orollary  2 .1 .2 . An X-minimal juittevn is a unipattem.
P roof. If an /-pattern A is not a unipattern then its representative P is not a 
unicycle. By Lemma 2.1.1 function fp  exhibits an r-unipattern II and by Lemma 
2.0.1 pattern A forces D. But A B (one is a unipattern and the other is not) 
and so A is not an X-minimal /--pattern. ■
Now we would like to find all patterns forced by a unipattern [P].
First note that fp  has a unique fixed point and therefore every cycle it has is a 
unicycle. So a unipattern can force only unipatterns. Later we will often use this 
fact without mentioning it.
One possible way to find patterns forced by a unipattern [P] is to find all P-cyclic 
sequences and using Lemma 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 we can get some of the patterns forced 
by [P]. But in general if we have a P-cyclic sequence then we have no information 
about the eccentricity of a pattern forced by this sequence,. Fortunately, for some 
special P-cyclic sequences we can get this information.
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Figure 2.3
Definition. Let P be a unicycle and Fi\ ( J p ) =  {c } . A P-cyclic sequence 
-4 = ( / ¡ ) “= i will be called separated if c g int( / )  for any /  € A. The eccentricity of 
a separated P-cyclic sequence A  will be 1( A)  — -
Lemma 2.1.3. Let P be a unicycle. r € I'ix(f p ) and A  be a separated P-cyclic 
sequence. Then fp  has an E(A)-unicyck contained in the P-cyclic sequence A .
P roof. Assume that E(A)  >  1 (the case E ( A ) <  1 is similar).
If there is /  6 A  such that c /  then the cycle Q that we get from the sequence 
.4 by using Lemma 2.0.2 clearly has eccentricity ¿ ’(>1).
Assume that c € /  for all /  6 A.  If F (.4) =  1 then the fixed point c gives such a 
cycle. So we can assume that E(A)  >  1. Then *4 =  J, K . . .) where / ,J  <  c
and K  > c (1 ±  {c} because E(A. c)  ^  1). Now there are two possibilities.
1. fp(r) > c for any x € J or
2. there is an a € J such that //>(«) = c and a ^ c.
In case 1 we have that ./ C / .  So there is a point a € /  such that fp(a) =  inf J 
and a point b € I  such that b ^  c and fp(b) =  c. Hence we can replace interval I 
by / ’  =  conv( {« ,& }) and we have again a separated P-cyclic sequence B.
In case 2 let b € J such that fp(b)  =  s i ip ( /p (r );x € J}- Now we can replace 
Interval J by . / ’  =  conv({n ,6}) to get a separated P-cyclic sequence B.
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In both cases we obtain a new separated P-cyclic sequence 8  with eccentricity 
E (A ). But now there is an interval in 8  ( / "  or J~) that does not contain the point 
c. Hence using the argument above there is a E(A  )-unicycle Q in fp . ■
Now the question is how can we tell whether we have picked up all possible P- 
cyclic sequences that can give us some information about patterns forced by [P]. 
We will show that it is enough to examine those P-cyclic sequences that have their 
elements only from a set of intervals given by t he cycle P.
D efinition. For a unicycle (P.ys) let fp be the partition of the interval /  =  
conv(P) into intervals with endpoints in P u  F ix(/p ).
In particular if P  =  {pi,|>2, . . .  ■Pk(m+n)} is a unicycle with spatial labeling 
where k,m ,n  € N. m .n are coprime. E(P) — ^  and Fix( f p ) -  {c } . the partition 
V  =  where
J, =  [p ,,p ,+ i] for i < km 
Jkm — [Pt-m-c]
I  km +1 =  [c. Pk ni -f ] ]
Ji — [pi_i,pi] for i >  km +  1.
A P-cyclic sequence A  =  ( / , ) “_] such that each / ,  € <i? will be called a P-loop. 
(Note that any P-loop is separated.)
Now we can prove some kind of converse of Lemma 2.0.2.
L emma 2 .1 .4 . Let P  lx a unicyclf anil Q =  {<■/].........qm} lx a cycle of fp  with
per(Q) =  m >  1 . Then there is a imii/nt I'-loop A  =  ( / ;> ( ! ,  such that /p - 1(<7i ) € / ;  
for 1 <  i < m.
P roof . If Q ^  P then for any <•/, there is a unique interval / ,  € ip such that 
<H €  Ii . Moreover because fp  is linear on any interval /  € *p and </, €  int(/, ) we
p
have that / ,  — / l+ j and so the sequence 4^ =  ( / , ) " L| is a P-loop.
So assume that Q = P =  {p i.........p„} with spatial labeling. Then there is a
unique interval /| € *P such that pi € / 1. Assume that there is given interval 
Ij €  fP such that fp ~ ‘ (l>\ ) € / , .  There are at most two intervals /  € fP such that 
f ]p(l>i) € /  hut only one of them satisfies condition Ij — I (because fp  is linear 
on Ij and f/T [p i )  is an endpoint of / , ) .  Hence there is a unique /j+ i  € *P such 
that f p ( p i )  € / j+ i  and / ,  — Ij+\. Therefore there is a unique P-loop of a length 
per(P) containing the cycle P  too. ■
R em ark . O f course a cycle Q can be contained in more than one P-loop. But 
any P-loop containing Q is only a repetition of a unique P-loop A  that has length 
equal per(Q).
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D efinition. We shall denote the /'-loop containing cycle P by Ap.
We will say that P-loop A  is simple if there are no two nonempty /'-loops B.C 
such that A  =  B +  C.
Lemma 2 .1 .5 . A P-loop containing some interval more than once is not simple.
e c
P roof. After rotating we can write our P-loop a.s (I ........ A') +  ( / , . .  ,,L )  and
both B and C are nonempty P-loops. ■
Now we will look at a unicycle P and its loop A/>. There are basically two 
possibilities. Either A p  is simple or not. The next lemma shows the Importance of 
simple A p.
Lemma 2 .1 .6 . Let P lit a unicycle with per(P) >  2 and simple loop Ap. Then 
for each P-loop A  there is a unique cycle contained in A .
P roof. Assume the contrary. Let A  =  (L ) "I , be a P-loop and let x < y € 
Per(fp )  be such that /p -1  (.r).//>” ' ( y) € / ,  for 1 <  i <  m and f p ( x ) =  i  and 
fp (y )  =  y. Hence fp\\x.y\ is linear and therefore the identity. We will take the 
smallest possible a € N such that /p||r .»| is the identity and that means that x ,y  
have either period a or period 2 .
Take the points x",y~  € l\ such that x ‘  <  x <  y <  y " . fp (x ‘ ).fp (ym) 6 
P  U F ix (/p ) for some n € N. fp\[x-.y\ is linear and ( x ' . } - ) i l ( P u  F ix(/p )) =  0.
So we have that /p|[j--.»-] is the identity and therefore x~.y" 6 P U  Fix(/p). 
Hence f'p( [ x " ,  y*]) € 'L? for any I > 0 and if { .r '.j / ’ } IT F ix(/p ) ^  0 then per(P) < 
2. Therefore .r".y ‘  6 P. Moreover a is the smallest possible number such that 
/pl[x*.v'| is the identity and therefore per(P) =  a.
Take a sequence =  ( / /» ( (* ’ • V”]))i'= i • Clearly is a P-loop and moreover it 
contains the cycle P. Therefore from Lemma 2.1.4 we have A ‘  =  Ap. But it is easy 
to see that A m is not simple (it contains the interval [.»•".//"] twice - once covering 
the point x m and second time covering the point ym) a contradiction. ■
Now we will investigate the forcing relation between patterns with different ec­
centricities.
Lemma 2 .1 .7 . Let P be a unicycle with E(P) >  1 and Ap Im not simple. Then 
fp  has a unicycle Q such that per(Q) <  per(P) and E (Q ) > E(P).
P roof. Because A p  is not simple there are P-loops B.C such that Ap  =  B +  C. 
But either E(B) >  E(Ap) or E(C) > E (A p)  and they are both shorter than loop 
A p . Hence we are finished by Lemmas 2.1.3 and 2.0.2. ■
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Lemma 2.1.8. A unipaltem  A fen ces  som e unipattern B such that E (A ) <  
E (B ), per(A) >  per(B) and Q, representative o f  B. has a sim ple loop A q .
P roof . If P, a representative of ¿4, has a simple loop then B = A. If not then 
by Lemma 2.1.7 the pattern .4 forces a unipattern .4" such that E(A) <  E (A '), 
per(A) >  per( .4 "). llecause per(.4) is finite after repeating this finitely many times 
we must get our unipattern B. ■
Lemma 2.1.9. Let A be an r-unipattem and let its representative P have a 
simple loop A p. Then the /xittern .4 forces some <p unipattern for each q 6 Q such 
that r >  q >  1 .
P roof . We may assume that E( P) =  /■ > 1 (the case r =  1 is trivial) and 
per(.P) = k (m  + n) where ^  = r (m . ii are coprime).
Because A p  is simple it contains every interval from the partition 'P. So we may 
assume that the loop Ap  starts with interval Jkm. Moreover Jkm — Jkm+i and
p
Jkm+1 — Jkm• Hence
a  t im e s  J k „ ,  +1  6 t im e s  A p
s ■" 1 1 A s 1 ^  s
B =  (Jkm - Jkm + 1 . • • • ■ Jkm- Jkm+l) +  -^P + • • • +  A p
is a P-loop with eccentricity " . If q =  j  then we can choose a = ms — rn and 
b =  r — s. So =  11■ Hence from Lemma 2.1.3 we get that fp  has a 7 -unicycle
and by Lemma 2.0.1 tiie pattern .4 forces a 7-unipattern. ■
Now we can easily get the filial statement of this section.
T heorem 2 .1 .1 0 . Let r.q € Q satisfy r >  q >  1. Then any r-pattern forces a 
q-unipattern.
P roof . Let .4 be an r-pattern. If .4 is not a unipattern then, by Lemma 2.1.1 
and Lemma 2.0.1. .4 forces a 7 -uni pat tern. If .4 is a unipattern then, by Lemma 
2.1.8, it forces a unipattern B such that E(B) >  r and P a representative of B 
has a simple loop A p . By Lemma 2.1 .9 the pattern B forces a 7-unipattern but 
because forcing relation is transitive we have that .1 forces a 7 -unipattern. ■
2.2 X -n iin im a l patterns
First we recall the
D e fin it io n . An r-pattern is X-minimal if it does not force any other r-pattern.
Now we would like to find all X-minimal r-patterns. We already have some 
information about such patterns. More precisely we have
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Lemma 2.2.1. An X-minimal pattern is n unipnttem and its representative P 
has a simple loop A p .
P roof. If [P] is an X-minimal pattern then by Corollary 2.1.2 it is a unipattern. 
If it does not have a simple loop A p  then by Lemma 2.1.8 it forces a unipattern 
[<J] with a simple loop A g  and E(Q) > E(P). So [P] /  [Q] and by Lemma 2.1.9 
the pattern [Q] forces a pattern with eccentricity E(P). Finally because the forcing 
relation is antisymmetrical we have that [P] is not X-minimal - a contradiction.
D efinition. Let P  be a unicycle and c € F ix(/p ). A sequence Q =  (<7i)“=0 will 
be called a P-semicycle if
9. € P
fp (q i - i ) = f/i f°i' 1 < i < a 
9o /  <tn
9o € conv{90,c } .
Eccentricity of the P-semicycle Q will bo E(Q) — * ^ > 0:7' >c{ • (Spe Fig- 2.4.)
Figure 2.4. A cycle P  with a semicycle Q (thick lines). E(Q) =
Lemma 2.2.2. Let P be a unicycle with a P-semicycle Q. Then fp  has a E(Q)- 
cycle l{ such that per(P) /  por(P).
P roof. Let Q = (9i)“_ 0 and A — conv{9; .c } .  Clearly lg — h  — . . .  — Ia and 
lg C /„ . Therefore ( / j ) “=1 is a separated / ’ -cyclic sequence with eccentricity E(Q). 
By Lemma 2.1.3 the function fp  has an E (Q )-cycle R. Moreover a is not divisible 
by per(P) and therefore per(/f) ^  per(P). ■
D efinition. Let P be an unicycle where m >  n €  N are coprime and c € 
Fix(//>). Define the coding A'p : P — Z by
K p ( P \) = 0
A*p ( f p ( P i )) =  A 'p(pt)  +  11 for Pi < c 
l<p(Jp(P>)) =  A'p(Pi) -  "I for Pi >
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We say that P  has monotone code if and only if either per(P) =  1 or E(P) >  1 
and for any p,q € P  such that p ^  q and q € conv( {p ,c })  we have h'p(q) >  h'p(p) 
(see Fig. 2.5).
If P  has monotone code we also say that the pattern [P] has monotone code.
Figure 2.5 . An example of a cycle without (top) and with (bottom) 
monotone code.
L E M M A  2 .2 .3 . .4» X-minimal /Hittem has monotone code.
P roof . Let .4 be an X-minimal ^--pattern (rit.»/ are coprime) and an ®-cycle 
P be a representative of .4. From Lemma 2.1.1 we have that P is a unicycle.
Assume that P  does not have monotone code. Then there are two different 
p, q € P  such that q €  conv( {p .c }) and l<p(q) <  h'p(p). Set Q =  (</j)“=0 where 
Vo =  V" Vj+t =  fp(<lj) and qa = p. Clearly Q is a semicycle and we can estimate 
E(Q). From definition of I\ p we have that
E'p(q,,) = h'p(qo) +  n # { j ;  0 < j  < a. qj < c} -  m # { j ;  0 < j  < a, qj > c}.
Hence E (Q ) =  *|-j; !/ ^ .{  ^  I’wng Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.0.1 we
get that A forces a pattern li /  .1 such that E(ti) >  ^  and from Theorem 2.1.10 
we have that H forces an ^--pattern C. lint A ^ C  because the forcing relation is 
antisymmetric and so A is not an X-minimal ^-pattern - a contradiction. ■
So we have proved that an X-minimal pattern is a unipattern with monotone 
code. Now we are going to get more information about a unicycle with monotone 
code.
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Let (P  =  {pt,p i......... /'¿(m+r.)} , v ) Le an ^-unicycle with spatial labeling, mono-
tone code (m  >  »i are coprime) and c € Fix( fp). From the monotonicity of code 
we immediately have that <p(pj) <  c for i >  km.
Hence we can define a new cycle (P m. </’ ) where P m =  {p, }f= ‘i and
if 'f(Pi) € P" then V»(p,) =  V>(Pi)
if v(Pi) t  P ‘  then t/’(p i) =  ^ ( P i )•
So we ran have
D e fin itio n . Let Cp  = (c,)*I'| where c, € {(). 1} lie a code given to the cycle P  
in the following way
From the monotonicity of code I\p it can be seen that the code Cp can be also 
obtained from the cycle ( Pm. 0) if we start in the point p\ and following cycle we 
write 0 if we move right and 1 if left (see Fig. 2.6).
Figure 2.6. An example of a cycle (P .^)  (top) and (P~. f )  (bottom) 
with C P =  < 0 ,0 .1 , 1 , 1 ).
Note that C'p contains kn units and k(m — n) zeros. Moreover
if ci =  0 then A > ( f ' ( p i )) =  A > ( i/ , ,_ l (p i )) +  n
if Cj =  1 then A >( f ' ( p i )) =  A'/»( t 1' -1  (p i )) -  m +  n.
Hence we have the following connection between A /> anil C'p:
c, =  0 if V’*(Pi ) = sîU,,-1(7>i ))
ci = 1 if i/>‘ {p t) =  ^ ( ^ ' “ ‘ (P i)).
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Lem m a  2 .2 .4 . Let m > n lx coprimt anti I’ lx an & -unicycle with monotone 
code. Then per(P) =  m +  n.
P r o o f . Assume that P — {p i ,. . . ,  Pk(m+n)} with spatial labeling and k >  1. 
We will study the code Cp.
Let ij be such that =  1 and Yl,’=i ci — j  ( 'j  is the place of jth  unit in the 
sequence Cp).
Because k >  1 we have v ‘" (p\ ) ^  p\ and from monotonicity of the code we have 
K p (t''(P \ ))  >  O' But K p (t'"(P \)) =  ni„ — run and so we have that in >  m.
Moreover from monotonicity of code we have that no two points from Pm can 
have the same value of the code A' p. If there is a part C m =  (e,)Ji=J'+i of the code Cp 
such that r' =  "  ,llen A>(ti-'+n'(P t)) =  l\pU'J(Pi )) +  (m -n )n  +  n (n -m ) =
Kp(tfiJ(p\)). But <i'J+m(pi ) ^  (k >  1) and so we have a contradiction with
the monotonicity of code. So there must not be part of a sequence C p of length 
m which contains m — n times 0 and n times 1. Hence we get that in — i\ >  m 
(otherwise the sequence (c ,)^ , _m+1 contains m — n times 0 and n times 1 ).
Therefore i1 <  i'n+] — nt +  1 and using sequence ‘ _m+1 as above we
obtain tn+i — /> >  m. Inductively for all j  <  (A' — 1)»
in+J -  ii+ j >  m.
We have c, =  0 because Iip(t/’(pi)) > 0 (inonotonicity) and so 1 <  i'i <  ij <  ••• <  
t*„_i <  tjcn <  kn. Using the inequalities above we obtain
k k
km > 1 +  y 'j i jn  -  t(j_ i)„+ i ) >  1 +  y "  m =  1 +  km
J=1 j=l
which is a contradiction. ■
Lemma 2.2.5. Let P lx ( I unicycU whirl) is not X-ininimal. Then fp lias a 
unicycle It such that llmt per (It) <  per { ! ’ ) and E (R ) >  /.(  P).
P r o o f . If >4p is not simple then by Lemma 2.1.7 function fp  has a unicycle Q 
with per(Q) <  per(P) and E(Q) > E(P). By Lemma 2 . 1.8 we have that fp  has a 
unicycle It such that per(R) < prr(Q) and E(!t) > E (Q ) and so we are done.
Assume that Ap  is simple. If per IP) =  2 then cycle given by a fixed point is our 
cycle It. So we can assume that per(P) > 2 (if per( lJ) =  1 then P is X-minimal).
Because P  is not X-minimal the function fp  contains a cycle Q /  P with E(Q) — 
E(P). Let A  be the unique P-loop containing cycle Q ( Lemma 2.1.6 ). Because Ap  
is simple and P /  Q. using Lemma 2.1.6 we have that .4 ^  ^4p +  • • • +  A p. Hence 
A  can be written as the sum of two P-loops E +  (' (the loop C may be empty) such 
that B is a simple P-loop. E(E) >  E(Ap) and E /  Ap.
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If the length of B is smaller then perl/3) then cycle R given bv the P-loop B 
(Lemma 2.0.2) is the one we are looking for (see Lemma 2.1.3).
So the length of B is at least per(P) and from Lemma 2.1.5 we have that it must 
be equal per(P). Hence both Ap  and B contain all intervals from tp. Because they 
are different there are intervals / ,  J. I\ 6 ‘P such that J ^  A' and
Ap =  ----- )
B =  A \ ...) .
Hence after suitable rotation we can write
r> f
A p  =  (J. . T .. L) +  (A". .. / }
B =  (A '.........I)-
Note that V  is nonempty and the loop £  is P-cyclic.
If E(£) >  E (A p )  then the loop £  gives us a cycle R with period smaller than 
per(P) and we are done (Lemmas 2.0.2 and 2.1.3).
Otherwise P +  B is a P-cyclic loop with E (P  +  B) > E (Ap). So it can be 
written as a sum of two P-loops such that one of them is a simple P-loop T  such 
that E(J-) > E (A p). This loop has length smaller then per(P) (all simple P-loops 
with length have eccentricity E(Ap)) and so it will give us a cycle R with period 
smaller than per(P) (Lemmas 2.0.2 and 2.1.3). ■
Let P be an ~unicycle with a simple loop Ap =  ( / , ) fi'j1 + " 1. YY'e have fp~1(pi) € 
So we may define a map x : P — *P such that tt( / p-1  (P\)) =  / , .  Because A p  is 
simple x is a bijection. Moreover if x(pj) =  I, then pj € / , .  Hence
x{p , ) — J, for 1 <  t <  k( m +  n ).
YY'e recall that tp =  { Vi }* ij + ' " ' ‘ fit spatial labeling (see the definition of (P) (see 
Fig. 2.7).
....^  ^  ^ ... ^
F igurE 2 .7 . The arrows show on which intervals points of the cycle 
are mapped by x .
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We know that ie(x) — 7r( fp (x )) and using llie bijection 7t we can naturally define 
a coding A' : fp — Z similar to the coding A p : P  — Z where
K(Ji) =  A’ ( jr(pj)) =  h'p(pi).
Now we shall estimate how the code of the intervals in the partition ip depends on 
the P-covering property for these intervals.
Lemma 2 .2 .6 . Let P be an ~ unicycle with monotone code, T* - { J ,} n with 
spatial labeling and .¡¡,1  €  T  such that .7, — I. If i <  m  then K (I)  >  A (./,)  +  n 
and if i >  in then K (I) > h'(J,) — in.
P roof. If i = m then .7, = [pm,c] and so 1 C [c. f p ( p m)]- From the monotonic­
ity of the code we have K (I)  >  I\ (ir ( fp (p m ))) =  A’( J, ) +  n.
If t <  m then Ji =  [p;. Pi+1]. But fp  is linear on and so if 7, — Jj then 
Pj € conv{ fp(p , ), fp(p< + \ )}■ From the monotonicity of the code we have that 
A >(P j) >  m in {A 'p (/p (;t,)). Kp(fp(p,+ i ))}. But Kp(fp(pi)) < K  p(fp(Pi+i)) and 
so Kp(pj) >  I\p(fp(Pi)) =  I\ p(pi) +  » . Hence A'(7) >  A'(.7,) +  n.
Now let » >  m. From monotonicity of rode we have that //> (p ,+  i ) <  fp(Pj) <  c 
for all j  > in. Hence /p ((c .p ,]) =  [/p (p ,).c ] and so A* (7) > I\p(fpU>i)) =  A’ ( 7 , ) -  
m. ■
Finally we are ready to prove
T heorem 2.2.7. Let P be a periexlic orbit. Then P is X-minimal if and only if 
it is a unicycle with monotone rode.
P roof. The necessity of these conditions is proved in Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.2.3. 
Now we will show that they are sufficient too.
Let P be an ~unicycle with monotone code. If P is not X-minimal then by 
Lemma 2.2.5 there is cycle Q of fp  such that per(Q ) <  per(P) and E(Q) >  E(P). 
By Lemma 2 . 1.1 there is a /■’-loop A  =  (/,•)"*¡' such that E(A) =  E(Q) =  f  where 
a =  # { » ; / ,  <  r} and b =  # { i :p  >  c}. Finally by Lemma 2.2.6 we have that
a b
7t'( /i) =  A'( / 1) +  5 1  -  ]C
1=1 1=1
where n, >  n and m, < m. Therefore  ^ <  t~. But from Lemma 2.2.4 we have that 
a +  b < in +  ii and hence f  <  ^  which contradicts E{Q) >  E(P). ■
From this Theorem we have immediately
COROLLARY 2.2.8. 1 pattern is X-minimal if and only if it is a unipattern with
monotone code.
Although it is very easy to check if a pattern is a unipattern with monotone 
code it is still not a “look and see” (geometrical) characterization. We have at least 
some easy necessary geometrical condition.
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L e m m a  2 .2 .9 . Lei P  be a representative of an X-minimal pattern with E(P) > 
1. Then P is unicyele anil for any p. q 6 T and F ix(/p ) =  {e } we have
if p < q <  c and fp {p ) .fp (q )< c  then fp {p )< fp (q )
if p < q <  c and f P(p). f P(q) > c then fp (p )> fp (q )
if p > q >  c then fp (p ) .fp (q )< c  and fp(p) <  fp(q).
P R O O F .  This follows easily from Theorem 2.2.7 and the monotonicity of the 
code. ■
Unfortunately these conditions are not sufficient (see Fig. 2.8) and we do not 
know if there exists a good geometrical characterization at all.
F igure 2 .8 . A cycle P satisfying conditions front Lemma 2.2.9 which 
is not X-minimal. It can be easy checked from code h p or by finding a 
semicycle with eccentricity j  (thick lines).
2.3 Existence of X-minimal orbits
In the previous section we gave a characterization of X-minimal orbits. However, 
if we have a function /  6 C ( / , / )  with a periodic orbit with eccentricity r it is still 
not clear whether this map has an X-minimal r-cycle. This is because the set of 
all patterns with given eccentricity is infinite and so theoretically there may exist 
a sequence of r-patterns such that each one forces the next one and none of them 
forces an X-minimal /-pattern. In this section we will show that this is impossible.
L e m m a  2 . 3 . 1 .  An r-uniimttern A forces an X '-minimal q-pattem D such that 
q >  r and per(j4) > per( II).
P r o o f . If .4 is an X-minimal /-pattern take II =  .4 and we are done.
If A is not an X-ntinimal pattern then by Lemmas 2.2.5 and 2.0.1 we have that A 
forces a unipattern .4" such that E (A ')  > E(A) and per(A ') <  per(A). Applying 
this finitely many times we must get an X-minimal pattern II. ■
Now we investigate X-minimal patterns more closely. Let P  be an X-minimal 
cycle with eccentricity We would like to know what cycles does it force. If we
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think a little about Lemma 2.2.1 and the way we proved Lemma 2.2.5 we can see 
that among all the cycles forced by P  only those with period lower than per(P) 
are important. Any other cycle forced by P can be obtained by a "gluing” some of 
these cycles together. Because P  is X-minimal we have that eccentricities of these
[trn 1
cycles depending on the period are bounded above by for i =  l , . . . , n  where 
[x] denotes the integer part of x. We now consider those that give us a maximal 
possible eccentricity with a minimal possible period.
f 1 f>l 1D efinition. Let m.n € N. m >  ii copritne. The fraction ¡s called an 
extremal fraction if 1 <  t <  »  and for all j  6 { l . . . . , t  — 1 } .
R emark . Note that [ ^ ]  and i are coprime for an ^-extremal fraction
Lemma 2 .3 .2 . Let —- <  £ <  Ex u'ltere r‘ ~ ' < — are consecutive - -e x t r e m a lh - t  — i  ~  1i l i - l  h  n
fractions. There are nonnegative integer numbers b.c such that p — bpj-i + cp j and 
<7 =  t y j - l  +  c<lj-
P r o o f . We will use Farey series (see e.g. [HW] or Appendix). We show that 
1 , are consecutive terms of the Fa rev series of order g.. If not then there is a 
term such that ~1 <  <  — a,u| Hi alt> consecutive terms of the Farey
V Vi— 1 V Vi 7 Vi *
series of order g, . So we have that g" <  gj.
D ia l
If g~ < e/j then 1 1 is ^-extrem al fraction - a contradiction with assumption
that Lt— lit- are consecutive —-extrem;d fractions.
Vi — l Vi n
If g" =  g, then from Theorem 28 [HW] we have pjg~ — p'gj =  1 . But this 
is possible only if gj =  1 which is contradiction with definition of ^--extremal 
fractions.
Hence we have that Hixl, — are consecutive terms of the Farev series of order o, 
and our lemma follows from 3.3. First proof of Theorems 28 and 29. [HW] ■
L em m a  2 .3 .3 . Let P I« an X-mininml -unicycle (in > a coprime) and £ be 
an ^-extremal fraction. Then //< lias a 2-unicycle Q with per((?) =  p +  q.
P r o o f . If £ =  — then we can set Q =  P. So we can assume that £ <  — andV n " q n
let c € Fix(/f>).
We will show that there is a / ’ -semicycle with eccentricity 2. We will define a 
code C  = (ei)5:,+n,f where
c, = () if f ' p - ' l p t X c
Ci — 1 if f ' p X( P \ ) > C .
Note that cj = 0 and if c-, = 1 then r,_| = 0 and c,+i = 0 (if t + 1 < (in + n)q).
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There is a close connection between C  and A'p:
K p ( f p ( P i )  =  in  ~ ( i> i  +  n) Y  cj.
We will show that there is a piece of code C ‘  =  such that cJ+1 -  0 ,
C 2 + P + 1  =  1  a l l t l  E i = > + ’  c > =  '/•
Assume to the contrary that there is no such sequence C m.
We will use very similar technique as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4. Let ij be 
such that Cjt =  1 and £ ' ! ,  c; =  j  (ij is the position of the j'th unit in C).
Note that Kp(p) >  0 for all p 6 I‘ because I' has monotone code. If iq <  p +  q
then K p (fp  (pi) <  0 (because £ <  -^ ) -  a contradiction. Hence i ,  > p + q .
I f f ,  —t’i <  p+q then + j would be our sequence C‘ . Hence t j—tj >  p+q
and because c.  ^+ i =  0 we have that /,(+ | >  «, +  1 and so t',+1 — (»i +  1 ) >  p +  q. 
Again because there is no sequence C~ we have that i9+| — /1 + 1 > p +  q. Repeating 
this argument we obtain
ij+q — i j +1 +
for 1 <  j  <  (n — 1 )q. Now using these inequalities and the fact that
1 <  i'l <  ig <  »', +  1 <  t',+ 1 <  • • • <  ijg < ijq +  1 <  i jq+ l  <  • • • <  i„q <  ( 111 +  Tl)q
we get the inequality
n
(?» +  n)q >  5 ^ ( 1  +  ijg -  7+, ) >  II +  n(p +  q).
.1=1
From here we have that — >  which contradicts the assumption that ^ is 
^-extrem al fraction. Hence we have proved the existence of a sequence C *.
Now we will show that sequence .1 =  { fP(p\ ))'*■+ ,,+  l connected with C~ is a 
/ ’-semicycle.
Because cJ+i — 0 and cJ+r+7 =  1 we have that both / ¿ +1(pj ( . / ¿ +p+,+ l (pi) <  c. 
Moreover
A > ( / £ f ',+ ’ + , </>i)) =  A p ( f Jp+ l ( P i ) )  +  l > n - q m  < K P ( ! ? \ p x))
and from monotonicity of code we have that //>+,’+ ',+ l (P i) <  fp+l(pi) < c. There­
fore A is a f ’ -semicycle. Clearly its eccentricity is and so using Lemma 2.2.2  
the function fp  has a ^-unicycle Q. Finally because p.q are coprime we have that 
per( Q) =  p +  q. ■
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Lemma 2 .3 .4 . Suppose m, n ore coprirne, p.e/ are coprirne and ®  ^ >  1.
Then an X-minimal ~• unipattern forces senne E-unipeitlern with period p +  e/.
P roof . Let A be an X-minimal ^-unipattern.
If ^ <  7T where is an ^-extrem al fraction then from Lemmas 2.3.1 and
2.3 .3 the pattern A forces an X-minimal ^ --pattern  .1" such that £*■ <  ^  and 
per(A*) <  per(.4). But forcing relation is transitive and so it is enough to prove 
that A * forces some ^-unipattern with period p -f </. We can repeat this reduction 
and because we decrease the period we must stop after finitely many steps.
Hence we ran assume that ~ ' <  £ <  £*• where —— . are two biggest«»-l 1 ~ 1- <lo- 1 00
— -extremal fractions.n
From Lemma 2.3.2 we have that p =  hp„_1 +  cp„ and </ =  hr/,,_ t +  cf/„ for some 
nonnegative integers b.c. It is clear that £*• =  ^  and c >  0 because
Let P  be a representative of A. By Lemma 2.3.3 the function fp  has ~ ‘ - 
unicycle Pa-\ with period pa-\ + f /„ _ i  and by Lemma 2.1.4 there is a P-loop A „ -i  
of length /j„ _ i +  (/„-I and eccent ricity connected with this cycle.
Loop Ap  has length p„ +  e/„ and eccentricity &1 . Moreover because P is X - 
minimal by Lemma 2.2.1 the loop A p  is simple and therefore it contains all the 
intervals from *p.
Hence we can connect c times loop A p  and It times loop A n-i  into one single 
P-loop with length /» +  »/ and eccentricity jL This P-loop gives us a cycle Q (Lemma 
2.1 .3) such that per(Q ) =  p +  r/ (p, q are coprime). Finally let II =  [Q] and apply 
Lemma 2.0.1. ■
THEOREM 2.3.5. Any r-pattem forces an X-minimal r-]>eittern.
P roof . By Theorem 2.1.10 an »--pattern forces an r-unipattern and by Lemma 
2.3.1 an r-unipattern forces an X-minimal »/-pattern for some »/ >  r. By Lemma
2.3.4 this pattern forces an »■-unipattern with minimal possible period. Because 
there are only finitely many /-patterns with this period after repeating this proce­
dure finitely many times we must get an X-minimal »--pattern. ■
W e shall end this part by an easy algorithm to construct all X-minimal patterns. 
Let us consider a cycle P with an eccentricity — . We have defined a code A'p : 
P  —  Z . Clearly different orbits have different codes. Moreover if we have a code 
l\ p  : P  — Z o fa n  X-minimal (tt-cycle then we can easily reconstruct the function <p 
of the cycle {P .ç )  from the given code using the following simple algorithm (assume 
that P  =  { 1 , . . . ,  m +  »»} ).
A lgorithm 1. If hp(i) — h p (j  ) — »»» or  A p ( j )  — A p { i )  =  n llten <p(») = j .
W e have also defined a cotie Cp  connected with a given X-minimal cycle P. 
Again if we have a code Cp =  (c i .........cm) connected with a given X-minimal
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cycle P  then we can easily reconstruct the code K p : P  —► Z  and hence the cycle
(P,V)-
A lgorithm 2. The function I\P : P — Z  is
- increasing on the set { 1 ........ m }
with values from j £ j = ,(n  — Cjtn); k =  1 ,
- decreasing on the set {m  +  1 , . . . ,  m +  n} 
with values from | m +  Y l] -1( "  — cjm): ci,
Now we take some code C m which is only a rotat ion of t he code C'p. The function 
A’ * obtained from the code C" using Algorithm 2 is nothing but the function K p  
shifted by some negative multiple of n. Therefore if we apply Algorithm 1 to the 
function K m we again obtain the cycle ( P. if).
Hence we can get any X-minimal ^ -cycle by choosing a sequence C  €  C (m ,n )  
where C(m ,n) =  {{c,-}J5,, € {0. l } 'n; £ " L ,  c, =  » } .  then using Algorithm 2 we get 
a code A’ * and finally by Algorithm 1 we get an X-minimal cycle (see Fig. 2.9).
Note that you get different patterns if and only if you start from C j , C j 6 C(m, n) 
such that C'\ is not a rotation of Co. So we have the following simple
C orollary 2 .3 .6 . (Proposition -1.4 from [BM]) There are j-~), different
X-minimal ^  -patterns (m,n coprime).
R emark . According to this Corollary there is a unique X-minimal a*l-pattern. 
This is of course the pattern of the Stefan cycle because this is the only pattern 
that does not force any other pattern with period 2n +  1 (see eg. [ALM2]) and 
clearly any pattern with period 2« +  1 lias eccentricity at least
2 .4  A  Generalization o f  Sharkovskii’ s T h eorem
If we look at back at Lemma 2.2.1 and Theorems 2.2.7. 2.3.5 and 2.1.10 then we 
can see that they in fact give a generalization of a part of SharkovskiFs Theorem 
for odd periods. Indeed a pattern with a period 2k +  1 has eccentricity at least 
bv Lemma 2.2.4 it forces a pattern with eccentricity which by Theorems 
2.2.7, 2.3.5 and 2.1.10 forces a pattern with period 2k +  3.
The part of Sharkovskii’s Theorem concerning even periods is somehow hidden 
in eccentricity equal to 1. So in order to get a full generalization we need to define 
a better type of patterns that will make a finer division of the set of all patterns 
with eccentricity 1 .
Let look a bit closer at a periodic orbit {P.tfi) with per(/J) > 1 and E(P) =  1. 
It is clear that per( I’ ) is even. So P — l\ U /'j such that ( P, , is a periodic orbit 
with period ' ■ for i =  1 . 2 .
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C p  =  (0 ,0 ,1 ,0 .1 ,0 ,1 )
C p  =  (0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,  1.1)
C p  =  (0 ,0 .0 ,1 .1 .0 ,1 )
C p  = (0 .0 .0 .1 ,0 .1 ,1 )
C p  =  (0 ,0 .0 ,0 .1 .1 .1 )
F ig I're 2.9 . The list of all X-minlmal ^-patterns.
We shall say that [( /*. )] is a (2, r (-pattern if t'.( [( P. yi)] ) =  1, per(P) > 1 and 
f7([( P¡. if1 )]) =  r for some / € { 1 . 2 }. Inductively we say that [(P.^r)] is a (2* ,r (-  
pattern for k > 1 if £"( [( /■’. >? )] ) =  1 and [ ( / ’, . •»?-’ )] is a (2*“ *, r (-pattern for some 
< € {1 .2 } . Finally we say that an /-pattern is a ( 1. r(-pattern. (See Fig. 2.10.)
We define a space .V = {(2*'. a ); k € N U {()}. n € R U {o c}, n > 1} U {(2 00, 1)}
and a total ordering relation on ,V such that
(2*- l ,a )  >  ( 2 k~l,b) >  (2* . « ) >  (2* , 1 ( >  ( 2* , 1 ) >  ( 2 * - l , l )
for any a.b € R U {o c} such that a >  b > 1 and k € N.
For any (a.b) € <V we define sets
X(a.l>) =  {(c .//(  € X\ (a.b) >  (c.d), c € N. d € Q }
,V0(a. 6) =  {(c.d) €  .V: (a.b) > (c.d). c € N. d 6 Q ).
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(P , y>) is a 1-cycle so we look at ( P\. ) and (Pj.y?2).
The cycle ( P i ,^ 3) has eccentricities 4. j  and f :
(P \ ,ç 3) is a 1-cycle so we look at (P i.i- 'r4 ) and
The cycle ( / >i.i,<^4) has eccentricity j :
Figure 2.10. The pattern [( /J.y>)] has types (1. -LL), (1 ,4 ), (1,2), 
( l , j ) .  (2 ,4 ) .  ( 2 . f ) .  (2. j  )and (4. *).
Now we may state
T heorem 2.4.1 (G eneralized Sharkovskh 's T heorem).
(i) Any (a,h)-pattem  force» some (c.d )-pcittem  fo r  tiny (c.r/) 6 ,V(n,6).
(ii) For any (a ,b ) € .V there is a fit nr lion f  g ( ' ( I , / )  such that f  exhibits some 
(c.d)-pattern if anti only if (c .tl) € <V(«,6).
(iii) For any (a .6) € X  then is ii function  /  € C ( I . / )  such that f  exhibits some 
(c ,d )-pa ttem  if anti only if (c .tl) € .\\,(a.b).
(iv) .4 (2*. ®  )-peittem with tjf- > 1 (in. n coprime) forces a ¡sittern with />eriotl 
2*(m +  n ). A (2*. 1 )-pattem forces a pattern with period 2*'.
P roof. This will follow from Lemmas 2.4.0, 2.4.10, 2.4.15, 2.4.16 and Claim 
2.4.17. ■
In order to prove the theorem above we need the notion of block structure.
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Let (P.ip) be a cycle of period n and R =  [ ( {1 ,2 .........be a pattern
o f period in. Let P =  { Pi p„ } have the spatial labeling. We say that
(P,<fi) has a block structure over B  if n =  sm. P  =  P\ U Pi U • • • U Pm with
Pi =  {P (i-l)»+ i« ---.P < i-i)«+a } for all » — 1 .2 .........m and ip(Pi) — P<i>(i)- Each of
the sets P, will be called a block of P. In other words, we could consider each block 
as a “ fat” point and P as a "fa t" cycle with pattern R (see Fig. 2.11).
F igure 2 .11 . A pattern which has a block structure over a pattern 
with period 4.
Assume that P  has a block structure over R and (Q , v ) is a cycle with pattern 
B. Then we also say that P has a block structure over (Q. (,'•). If P has a block 
structure over B (respectively over Q) we also say that pattern [/'] has a block 
structure over B (respectively over Q ).
Note that if ( P, has a block structure over a pattern of period m. then ( P, , ip™) 
is a cvcle of period - for all i.
If a cycle (pattern) has a block structure over a pattern with period 2 then we 
say that it has a division.
We already have enough information about pat terns of type (1, r) but we have no 
information about forcing relation for patterns of type (2*. r) where k- €  N. So take 
a (2* , r)-pattern and let ( I ’.p )  be its representative. Because k■ > 1 our pattern 
is also a (2 .r/)-pattern (either </ =  1 or <y =  r). Hence per(P) =  2n where n 6 N. 
There are two possibilities. Either P has a division or not. In the case when P 
does not have a division we ran use the following lemma.
L em m a 2 .4 .2 . (Proposition 3.4 from [LMPY]) l.fl .4 Im a /mtttrn with per(A) =  
2 n tlwt does not have ti itivuion (no n >  1). Then if n in mill, tin /hiItem A forces 
a pattern with period n. If n is even it foires a pattern with periml » +  1.
Hence we have following simple
COROLLARY 2.4.3. A pattern with p< rioil greater Ilian /  which does not have a 
division forces a ( 1 , (¡)-pattern for some «/ >  1 .
P roof. This is straightforward from Lemma 2.4.2.
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Now we will look closely at the patterns that have a division. Let (P, <p) be 
a representative of such a pattern. Obviously P is a unicycle, E (P ) =  1 and 
per(P) >  1. We can look at the two cycles ( P\, ) and (Pj,<p2). If we have
information about the types of patterns forced by [Pi] and [P>] we can deduce 
information about the patterns forced by [P], More precisely we have
Lemma 2 .4 .4 . Let (P.p) be a representative of a pattern with a division and 
Pi C P such that (P\,p3) is a cycle. If [Pi] forces an (a.b)-pattem A then [P] 
forces a (2a,b)-pattem with division and period 2 • per( .4).
P roof. Suppose [Pi] forces an (n .6)-pattern A. Consider the function fp  and 
the interval I -- conv(Pi). Because P has a division we have fp(P\) =  P j, 
fp(Pi) =  Pi and conv(Pi) O conv(P>) -  0. Hence fj,\i € C (l .I ) .  But fp\i 
exhibits the pattern [Pi] (it has the cycle P\ ) and therefore il has a cycle Q i which 
is a representative of the pattern .1. Let fp(Q\) =  Q> and Q =  Q i U Q j. Clearly 
(Q ./H < ?) is a cycle. We have Q> C con v ( P>) and therefore Q has a division, 
E{Q) =  1 and per(Q) >  1. Hence [Q] is a (2 n ,6)-pattern with a division. Clearly 
per(Q) =  2per(.4). ■
Lemma 2 .4 .5 . .4 (l,r)-pattern with r >  1 forces a (2.q)-pattern with a division 
for each q >  1 .
P roof. Let A be a (1 ,r)-pattern with r > 1 . There is a k 6 N such that 
r >  d ± i, By Theorems 2.1.10 and 2.3.5 .4 forces an X-minimal (1, ^ d  )-pattern 
(which must be a Stefan pattern). So we may assume that A is a Stefan pattern 
and (P  =  {pi.........Pik+x }• p) is its representative. We have
■PiPx) =  Pk+1
'Pi Pi) =  Ptk+3-i for t =  2.........k +  1
■p(Pi) =  Pik+i-i for i = k +  2 .........2k +  1
and p*+1 <  c < pk+2 for r € F ix(/p ). So =  { . / ,}■ = !' and
■lx ^<2 for j  = A' + 1........ 2k + 1
Jj — hk+3-j for J = 2....... . A* + 1
Jj — Jlk+i-j for j  = A’ + 2........2k + 1
Jk+2 -J k+ x -
only Jii and Jk+2 P -cover more t hail one interval. Hence
3 + 1 time* Jk + ?‘Jk +1
'■ (Jk+i- h+x- .......h+2-Jk+ lk+1- Jk-Jk+3 iJk-\i ......... hk+x •Jx)
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is a P-loop of length 2(k +  s +  1). Because the interval J\ is only once in the loop 
A  and A  ^  A p  the cycle Q given by the /■’-loop A  has period 2(Ic +  s +  1). We can
write Q =  {r/i,92 .........</.>(k+ s+1)} with spatial labeling. By alternating structure
of .4, whenever fp (q ,) =  qj we have c € conv( {</,. q, } )  and so Q has a division. 
Moreover, because fp  is monotone on the interval [;t>. P2C+1] we have that
/p(<71) =  <M+»+2
/ p ( 9 i ) =  <f2(*+ j 4-J ) - i  f ° r * =  2 , . . .  .k +  a +  1
/p (9i) =  </2(t+«4-i)+i-i f°r * =  A +  ® +  2, . .  . , 2(A +  a +  1).
Take Q i =  {q i ,...,q k + ,+ i}-  Then ( Q i . /^ lg ,)  is a cycle and
/ p ( 9 l  ) =  9 *+ »+ l
/ p ( 9; ) = «/. — i for i =  2........A +  a +  1.
Hence the cycle Qi is a unicycle. Because we can choose s arbitrarily large we 
are done by Theorem 2.1.10 and Lemma 2 .-I.-I. ■
In order to be able to use Lemma 2.1.5 effectively we must use patterns with a 
special structure.
Definition. Let .1 be a (2*’ , r)-pattern and ( / ’}*. be a representative of A. 
From the definition of (2*. r(-pattern we see that for 1 <  j  < k there are sets P( , Pj
such that P {~ 1 =  P{ U P i . y'”  ' ( P( ) =  I'l and ( P (. y  •”  ) is a (2*‘_ J. r)-cycle. The
sequence of sets (P f)j=0 will be called (2*. r )-rf( It rniininq. Moreover if the cycle 
has a division for all j  < k then the sequence {P i)j=0 will be called 
splitting. In this case we say that pattern .1 has a splitting (2*. r(-determining 
sequence (see Fig. 2.12).
LEMMA 2 .4 .6 . .In (a.b)-pattfrn u-itli mi (a.b)-(l( ter mining sequence which is 
not splitting /ones a [c,d)-pntt(n> .1 for somt c <  a and d >  1 such that any 
(c.e)-determining sequence of A is splitting.
P roof. Let ( / ’j1.^ )  be a representative of our (n. ¿i (-pat tern and ( P{ )jmo 'J0 an 
(a,¿(-determining sequence which is not splitting. Take the smallest j  <  A such that 
the cycle ( / ’¡'.■y2’ ) does not have a division. Using Corollary 2.4.3 and repeatedly 
Lemma 2.4.4 we have that our pattern forces a (r. d)-pat tern such that r = 2J < a 
and d >  1 . We can repeat the same procedure for new (c.c/(-pattern and after 
finitely many steps we must get a pattern .1 with splitting determining sequences.
■
L emma  2.4.7. .4 (2*. r)-jMittrm with r > 1 and a splitting (2*, r)-determining 
sequence forces a (2k,q)-jmttern for any q t  Q such that r >  q >  1 .
P roof. This follows easily from Theorem 2.1.10 and Lemma 2.4.4.
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< * ? .* >
( P h S )
c r P
F ig p r e  2 .12 . A (2 ", j  )-pattern with a splitting (2*. f  )-determining 
sequence (P{)7js0 .
L em m a  2 .4 .8 . .4 (2k, r)-pattern with r >  1 and a splitting (2k,r)-determining 
sequence forces a (2k+,,q)-paltern for any 1 <  y € Q .
P r o o f . This follows easily from Lemma 2.4.5 and Lemma 2.4.4. ■
Now we are quite ready to prove two parts from Theorem 2.4.1.
L e m m a  2 .4 .9 . An (a.b)-juitlern forces a (c.d)-ixittem for any (c,d ) 6 X(a,b).
P r o o f . From Lemma 2.4.6 we have that an (a. /»(-pattern A forces an (n * ,6*)- 
pattern B with splitting (a*. 6* (-determining sequence for some («*.& ") >  ( a ,6). If 
b" >  1 then using Lemmas 2.4.7 and 2 . 1.8 inductively we have that the pattern B 
forces a ( c ,d (-pattern for any (c.d) <  (a‘ .bm) such that c > a".
Now if [c.d) <  (a '.b ") and c < a" then d =  1. lint from the definition it is clear 
that an ( o ' .  6* (-pattern is a (c. 1 (-pattern for any (c. 1 ) < (a’ .b ’ ) such that c <  a".
So we have that the pattern B forces a (c. r/(-pattorn for each (c.r/)6  .V (o * ,6*(. 
But A forces B and (am.b") >  (a.b ). Hence we are done because t he forcing relation 
is transitive. ■
Lem m a  2 .4 .1 0 . A (2*. ^  )~/xittem with ^  >  1 (in.n coprime) forces a ( 2 * ,® ) -  
pattern with period 2k(m +  n ). A [2k. 1 )-pattem Joins a (2*'. 1 )-patlem with period 
2k .
P r o o f . Using Lemmas 2.4.6 and 2.4.5 as in t lie proof of Lemma 2.4.9 we get that 
a (2*, ^  (-pattern forces a (2*, ^  (-pattern .1 with a splitting (2k. & (-determining
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sequence. Let ( Pf1. y?) be a representative of .4 and (P,•')*_„ be the splitting (2*, ®  )- 
determining sequence. So we have that [/',*'] is an ^-pattern. Using Theorems 2.3.5  
and 2.2.7 together with Lemma 2.2.4 we have that [P,*] forces a --p attern  with 
period m +  // or period 1 if ^  =  1 . Finally repeatedly applying Lemma 2.4.4 we 
are done. ■
So we have only two parts of Theorem 2.4.1 left to prove. As you may already 
have guessed a knowledge of X-minimal (n. ¿(-patterns will be very useful for proving 
them. So first
D efinition. An («.¿(-pattern which does not force any other («.¿(-pattern will 
be called an X-minimal (« , ¿(-pattern.
VVe will try to prove that some patterns are X-minimal (« , ¿(-patterns. For this 
we need to define a special type of block structure.
Let (P, yj) be a cycle and .4. B be patterns. VVe say that (P.yj) is an ,4-extension 
of B if P  has a block structure over B. y? is monotone on each block of P  except at 
most one and. with the notation from the definition of block structure, we have that
(P ,,y i"')  has pattern .4 for some / €  { 1 .2 ........ in) (in fact this does not depend on
«). As above, if P is an .4-extension of li and (Q . v ) is a cycle with pattern B , then 
we say that P  is an .4-extension of (Q, <.-). We also say that [P] is an .4-extension 
of B (respectively of Q) if P  is an . l-extension of B (respectively of Q ).
YVe define two special types of .4-extension. An .4-extension where per( A ) — 2 
will be called a 2-extension. An 4-extension where .4 is an X-minimal r-pattern 
will be railed an r-extension.
A cycle will be railed simple if it can be obtained from a cycle of period 1 by 
making 2-extensions k times and then one / -extension for some k £ N and r 6 Q . 
A pattern of a simple cycle will be railed a simple pattern.
Note that a simple pattern obtained from a cycle of period 1 by making 2- 
extensions k times and then one /'-extension will be a (2*'. /'(-pattern. Moreover 
if 4  is a simple (2*. r)-pattern and B  is a simple pattern of period 2’  then an 
4-extension of B will be a simple (2 fr+* . /• (-pattern (see Fig. 2.13).
Lemma 2 .4 .11 . (Proposition 2.10.6 from [AL.M2]) Let A .B .C '.B  be patterns 
such that C is tin A-ertension of B antl C forces I). Then either B forces D or D 
is an .4“-extension of B for some /inttem I* forced by .4. If C' ji D then in the 
last cast 4 "  ^  .4.
LEMMA 2 .4 .12 . (Lemma 2.11.4 from [AI.M2]) l.tl C. B. I) bt ¡sitterns such that 
C is a 2-ertension of B anti C  forcts I). Thin tillitr C = I) or B forces I).
The next lemma is only a slight modification of Lemma 2.11.5 from [ALM2].
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Figure 2.13. An example of a simple (4. f  (-cycle P and the function 
fp-
L em m a  2 .4 .1 3 . Let C be a simple /xittem of period 2*'. k >  0. If C  forces a 
pattern D  where D  ^  C  then D is a simple pattern of periexl 2*, i <  k.
P roof. We use induction. For k — 0 this is obvious. Assume that we know it 
for simple patterns of period 2*- 1 . If C  is a simple pattern of period 2*. then C  is 
a 2-extension of a simple pattern of period 2*'“ 1. If C  forces D  then we are done 
by Lemma 2.4.12 and the induction hypothesis. ■
THEOREM 2 .4 .1 4 . .4 simple ¡xittern is X-minimal.
P roof. Let C  be a simple (2*'. r (-pattern. Then there is an X-minimal r-pattern 
A and a simple pattern II of a period 2 k such that C  is an A-extension of B. If 
r =  1 then we are done by Lemma 2.4.13. Assume now that r >  1 and D is a 
(2*, r (-pattern such that C' forces I). Then by Lemma 2.4.11 and 2.4.13 we have 
that I) is an A'-exlension of II where .4 forces .4". But because D  is a (2* ,r ) -  
pattern we have that i.'(.4") =  r. Finally because A is an X-minimal r-pattern we 
have that A =  .4" and from Lemma 2 .4 .1 1 we have that D =  C . ■
Now we are ready to prove the remaining two parts from Theorem 2.4.1.
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Lemma 2 .4 .15 . Let (ti.lt) € .V( 1. •x) and P be a itimsentative of a simple (a, b)- 
pattern. The function fp  erliibits some (c.d)-i><itteni if and only if (c.el) 6 X(a,b).
P roof. From Lemmas 2.0.1 and 2.4.9 we have that fp  exhibits a (c, d)-pattern 
for any (e.el) g X (a .b). Moreover exactly like in the proof of Theorem 2.4.14 we can 
prove that fp  does not exhibit a (c ,d)-pattern if (c.d) £ X(a,b) (see also Lemma 
2.4.18). ■
Lemma 2.4 .16 . For any (a.b) 6 X  then is a function f  € C (I .I )  such that f  
exhibits some (c.d)-pattern if and only if (c.d) € X0(a.b).
P r o o f . Clearly there is a sequence of patterns (.4;),’! ,  such that .4, is a simple 
(o, , 6, (-pattern, (a.b) >  (n i+1, 6;+ i ) >  (a, . 6,) and (a. b) =  sup{(r/,. 6,); i >  1 }.
Let Pi be a representative of .4, such that conv(P,) =  [a-,, j//] C (0 ,1) and 
¡/, <  a-i+ i for all i €  N.
Define a function /  €  C (I.I)  where 1 =  [0. 1]. l.el / ( 0 )  =  0, / ( 1 )  =  1, f\[z,,v,\ =  
fp, for t >  1 and f\ j  be linear for any interval J C /  such that J n [ar,-,!/,] =  0 for 
each i >  1 (see Fig. 2 .14).
It is easy to see that outside of the intervals (a-,. ¡/,] the function /  has only fixed 
points. Hence if /  has a (c.d)-cycle P then there is / >  1 such that P C [ * , ,y,]. So 
fp, exhibits [P] and from Lemma 2.4.15 we have that (c.d) € ,V (a ,.6j) C X0(a.b). 
Moreover for any (c. tl) €  X0(a.b) there is an i >  1 such that (a.b) >  ( a , ,6,) >  (c,d). 
By Lemma 2.4.15 we have that fp, exhibits a (c. <7(-pattern and therefore /  exhibits 
a (c, r/)-pattern too. ■
F igure  2 .14. A graph of a function / .  Inside the filled squares are 
the functions f p , .
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Finally it suffices to realize
C laim  2 .4 .1 7 . / / ( a , 6 ) €  A '\ ^ t'(l,o o ) then X(a.b) =  X0(a,b).
Now let us study X-minimal ( « .¿(-patterns more closely. The first natural ques­
tion is to characterize all X-minimal (<i,6)-patterns. Unfortunately it is not true, 
as one might expect, that the only X-minimal patterns are the simple ones (this 
idea seems to be natural for someone who knows the characterization of “primary" 
patterns -  see [ALM2]) (see Fig. 2.15).
A cycle P
The function fp  and an important part of the function f  j> (dotted)
\ .........l J
\  X /  \ ' ,
\
\ /
/  \\/  \
\ i i  
\ /
; X /
y \ __i
Figure 2 .15 . All example of an X-minimal (2, j (-pattern which is not 
simple.
We can still get some more information about X-minimal (a ,6)-patterns. First 
question is what types of patterns does an X-minimal (a.¿»(-pattern force? Can 
an X-minimal ( « . ¿»(-pattern which is not simple force a (c.(/(-pattern for (c,r/( £ 
A '(a .6 (?
L em m a  2 .4 .1 8 . .In X-minimal (n ./;) - /« / / /(n> force a a (c,d)-]xittern if and only 
if (c.r/( € .V(n. 6).
P r o o f . The “if" part follows from Lemma 2.4.9. Assume that an X-minimal 
( « . /»(-pattern A forces a (c.(/(-pattern for some (r.rf) >  ( o ,6 ). Clearly A has only
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finite set of types (less than per(/l)) and A’(c.d) \ X(a.b) has infinitely many el­
ements. Using this fact. Lemma 2.4.9 and the fact that the forcing relation is 
transitive we have that A forces an (t ./(-p a ttern  B such that (e, /  ) >  (a ,6) and 
A B. Front Lemma 2.4.9 we have that B forces an (a, 6 )-pattern C . So A forces 
C  and because the forcing relation is antisyinmetrical we have that A ^  C  - a 
contradiction. ■
Lemma 2 .4 .1 9 . An X  -minimal (2*. r)-pattem has a block structure over a simple 
(2*, 1 )-pattem.
P roof. It suffices to realize that if a (2*. r (-pattern has not a block structure 
over a simple (2 *, 1 (-pattern then either it has a type (2n.s )  for n <  k and s >  1 
or there is a (2 * , q(-determining sequence that is not splitting (note that q does not 
have to be equal to r). Because we have an X-minintal (2 , r(-pattern using Lemma 
2.4.18 we get that the first case is not possible. In the second case by Lemma 2.4.6  
w’e have that our pattern forces an («.¿(-pattern for some (n.b) >  (2k,r) - again a 
contradiction with Lemma 2.4.18. ■
Lemma 2 .4 .2 0 . .4n X-minimal (2*. )-pattern lias perioel 2*(n? 4- n) if m >  n 
and period 2k if m =  n (m,n coprime).
P roof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.4.10. ■
So immediately we have following simple
Corollary 2 .4 .21 . Ill X-minimal (2* . 1 )-/xitteni is a simple (2*. \ )-ixittern.
P roof. This follows straight from Lemmas 2.4.19 and 2.4.20. ■
Now let A be an X-minimal (2*'. r (-pattern and (P ,^ (  be a representative of A. 
From Lemma 2.4.19 we have that P  consists of 2* blocks P,. From Lemmas 2.1.1, 
2.4.4 and 2.4.18 we have that ( P, , y • ) is a unicycle and £’(P ,( <  r. Of course 
the pattern [P, ] must not force a pattern with eccentricity greater than r. So if 
E(Pi )  = r then [P,] is an X-minimal r-pattern (see Lemma 2.2.5).
Now assume that A is an X-minimal (2*. ^£1 (-pattern. From Lemma 2.4.20 we 
have that the cycle ( P,, ip-k ) has period 2« + l .  But the minimal possible eccentricity 
of a pattern with this period is tttk. Hence in t his case for every i pattern [(P,, >^2>)] 
must be an X-minimal ttjLI-pattern. But there is only one X-minimal ¿“ .-pattern 
and that is exactly the pattern of the Stefans cycle of the period 2n -t- 1.
In this special case we can prove even more. We need the following
Lemma 2 .4 .2 2 . ( [B], Theorem 2.11.1 from [ALM2]) Let A be a /teittern with 
per(/l) =  2*(2n -f 1) and B lit tin pattern of the Stefan cycle ejf / « rieiel 2n +  1. If A 
is neet a B-extension of ei simple (2A . 1 )-/« /!/e rn then .1 fences another pattern with 
p e riod  2k(2n  + 1).
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Now we can prove
L em m a  2 .4 .23 . An X-minimal (2*, ttjti )-pattern is simple.
P roof. By Lemma 2.4.20 we have that an X-minimal (2*, (-pattern A has 
period 2*(2n -I- 1). If it is not simple then by Lemma 2.4.22 it forces another 
pattern B with tlit* same period. It is easy to see that if (n .6) is a maximal (in the 
sense of ordering on .V) type of the pattern B then (a.b) > (2*',.s±I), Hence by 
Lemma 2.4.9 we have that B forces a (2*. **^1 (-pattern. So the pattern .4 is not an 
X-minimal (2*. (-pattern -  a contradiction. ■
YVe will end this section by a conjecture.
C o n je c t u r e . If A is an X-minimal (2 * .r)-pattem and (P.^>) is a representa­
tive of A such that ( P, . ) is an r-cycle for every block• P, then A is simple.
POSSIBLE F U T U R E  D IR E C T IO N S
In mathematics solving one problem usually leads to many new ones. Here we 
will give some of the possible directions of development in this area.
The first idea is to generalize these results. As we mentioned at the beginning 
of chapter 2 it is possible to study the forcing relation for invariant measures. We 
can define "pattern" for measures and the forcing relation exactly as for patterns 
of periodic orbits.
The second idea it to study other properties of our X-minimal patterns. The 
topological entropy given by a pattern is the first thing we would like to know (see 
e.g. [BM]).
The next problem is the structure of the forcing relation restricted to the set 
of X-minimal patterns. In the case when we use period to determine the type 
of a pattern the structure of the forcing relation restricted to the set of primary 
patterns with odd period is known. It is a simple linear structure. But if we have 
two X-minimal patterns with eccentricity greater than 1 we are not able to easily 
recognize whether one forces another.
Then there is the problem of the maximal eccentricity forced by a pattern and 
there may be some effective algorithm to deride this.
Finally we can start to use ideas similar to eccentricity for functions and patterns 
on different spaces.
A P P E N D I X
Here we give some basic information about theories used in the paper. This will 
not cover them. It will only show the main ideas from these theories and should 
help reader to understand more without reading other papers.
Kneading T h eory
For details look at [MT]. A  simple account can be also found in [DJ.
Let /  =  [a. 6] and /  6 C (I . I). The function /  is called unimodal if there is c 6 /  
such that /|[„,cl *s increasing and /||c,6) is decreasing. The point c is called the 
critical point of the function / .  For a point x €  /  define the itinerary Six) =  (Si)So 
where
a, =  L if / ‘ (•t) <  C
a. =  C if f '(x )  =  c
Sj =  P if /'(• r)  >  C
The kneading sequence of the function /  is A’ ( / )  =  S(f(c)).
Now we define an ordering on itineraries. Let a =- (a,)?L0 and t =  <tj) ^ 0 be two 
different itineraries. So. for some n, a, =  I, for 0 <  i <  ii and «„ ^  ln. Let tj{s ) be 
the number of It's in (s ,)^_0 and L <  C < H. Now a <  I
if r„_|(a) is even and a„ <  /„ 
or r„_ i(a ) is odd and a„ >
If a =  is an itinerary of a point in I under some unimodal function /  and
(•*,-)”= * < A’ ( / )  for all k =  0 . 1 , . . .  then there is a point x € /  that has itinerary a 
under the function / .
So we can use this for deciding whether a unimodal cycle forces another unimodal 
cycle (the cycle P is unimodal if fr  is). If we want to check whether the cycle 
P forces a cycle Q then we have to compare the kneading invariant A’( /p )  with 
itineraries given by the cycle (J. Hut from all these itineraries A ifq )  is the biggest 
one and so we have to compare only A'(//• ) and A' ( / q ). If l\(fp ) >  A’(Jq ) then 
[P] forces [€?].
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Farey series
For details look at [HW].
The Farey series of order n is the ascending sequence of irreducible fractions 
whose denominators do not exceed n.
There are two basic theorems that express characteristic properties of Farey 
series.
THEOREM 28 from [HW]. If j  and JP are two successive terms of the Farey 
series of order n then
kh' -  hk' =  1 .
T heorem 29 from [HW]. If p . 7^7 and jp are three successive terms of the 
Farey series of order n then
h" _  h +  I,' 
k" ~  k +  k' '
Moreover from Theorem 28 we have
kh" -  hk" =  1 , k " h ' - h " k ' = l
and solving these equations for h" and k" we obtain
h"(kh' -  l,k') =  I, +  h'. k"(kh' -  hk') =  k +  k'.
Hence li" =  h +  It' and k" =  k +  k' which then easily leads to the statement used 
in Lemma 2.3.2.
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